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Principles

Old School Renaissance: a game of
making the most of what you get.

This book is for the referee of the game. It is based on the following
principles:

1. No Skills: Be diplomatic or intimidating at the table and enter-
tain the other players. Guess where hidden treasure and secret
doors are based on the clues given.

2. Fewer Classes: There is little mechanical differentiation between
characters. What matters is personality, goals, experiences. We can always add more classes later

in the game, no problem.
3. Quick Character Generation: Easy character generation with

few actual choices speeds things up. A high attrition rate is more
acceptable if you can bring multiple characters to the table and
make extras in a minute or two.

4. Random Character Generation: Random character generation
may surprise players and provide interesting party dynamics. Playing with the cards that Fate has

dealt you is part of the entertainment.
5. Smaller Bonuses: Smaller bonuses simplify the math and pro-

duce fewer trickle-down effects. This also makes initial ability
rolls less important.

6. Little Damage, Few Hit Points: Fewer attacks and smaller dam-
age bonuses simplify the math and speed things up.

7. Simple Combat: No explicit rules for combat maneuvers and
battle grids result in quicker combat rounds, less waiting for
your turn, and more time to do other stuff—or more fights per
session, if desired.

8. Rare Healing: Players need to avoid wandering monsters and
unnecessary fights. This makes strategic decisions (when to
fight) more important than tactical decisions (how to fight).

9. Treasure is Experience: This encourages players to research their
goals and pick their fights carefully. It also provides an easy and
quick reason for the party to form and go adventuring.

10. No Buying or Selling of Magic Item: Getting them should
always involve adventuring.

11. Random Encounters, Random Monsters: This forces the ref-
eree to improvise and adapt the story on the fly.



Running the Game

Keep it short: character backgrounds, setting history, room descrip-
tions, monologues – all your notes should be short.

Try to set yourself a time limit for
preparations in order to avoid burnout.
Half an hour for a three hour slot is a
good place to start.

Use every idea as soon as possible. Do not save good ideas for
later! Use them now. You will have more good ideas in the future.

Be the impartial referee: Actions have consequences and this is
where you come in. Use your imagination or roll some dice when it
comes to encounters, reactions, treasure, and all that.

Be adversarial: Remember that an adventure requires opposi-
tion. Somebody or something must oppose the player characters
or it isn’t interesting. Skip the agreeable parts and focus on the
difficulties.

Dungeons

Dungeons: Prepare a number of small dungeons and place them If you need some inspiration, check
out the One Page Dungeon Contest
submissions. When the party explores
one dungeon, use the time to make
up some events surrounding the other
dungeons. Giant frog plague? Cultists
spreading? Rival party found some
treasure?

on the campaign map. Make note of a few rumors to lead the party
to new dungeons, and provide these rumors to players as both bait
and warnings so that they can prepare for what’s coming. This is a
sandbox campaign and the encounters do not depend on the power
level of the party. Instead, the party gets to choose the risk they are
willing to face by going to areas that are more or less dangerous
based on the rumors they hear.

Treasure: I just roll for random treasure. Treasure spent earns
experience: 1 gp is worth 1 XP.

Expand on the list of buildings and
add cathedrals, tempels, hippodromes
and the like as your players will need
things to spend their gold on.Magic Items: I like magic weapons. If I roll up a simple +1

weapon I often pimp it with some extra gimmick. Magic items Talking, gnawing, cursing, trailing
smoke, oozing strange liquids, . . .are not for sale. Potions can be bought from alchemists. Every al-

chemist has a handful of potions they know how to make. They
cost around 500 gp.

Stocking the dungeon: Use a d20 and roll on the following table. This is easier than rolling two d6

which is what Moldvay uses.
Some ideas for new special content:

monsters, treasure, and one of. . .

d6 Special
1 extra boss monster
2 temple of a god or demon
3 bomb production
4 pets being trained
5 fortifications and traps
6 a new sub-level

d20 Contents and Treasure
1–5 Empty

6 Unguarded treasure
7 Trap and unguarded treasure

8–9 Trap
10–12 Monster
13–15 Monster and treasure
16–20 Special

http://campaignwiki.org/one
https://alexschroeder.ch/wiki/2013-08-21_One_Roll_Dungeon_Stocking
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Settlements

Map: When you create a new campaign, start with a small hex
map. You could use the random hexmap generator, for example. Maps are inspiring. They provide a

sense of place, and every landmark
they contain is a potential exploration
goal, yet another option for players to
pursue. Keep a campaign map, hand
out treasure maps, let other characters
draw maps for the party. Players need
options, and maps are like option
tokens. Maps are also props that are
very easy to make.

Only worry about ruins and lairs in the various hexes once players
actually explore the region. This creates an organic campaign. Start
with the wilderness surrounding a small settlement.

Settlements: Every settlement has two or three interesting,
named people. These are the people of authority, who the play-
ers are likely to talk to. Every settlement should have a building
or two where these named people can be found, and an inn, or an
explanation for the lack of an inn. Don’t bother with a map for the
settlement.

People: Most of civilization consists of neutral, egoistical, normal
humans and appropriate demihumans from the monster manual.
Don’t bother assigning levels unless these people are important. Treat high level humans like monsters

with special powers: these are the spe-
cial powers they acquired during their
many adventures. If you painstakingly
create high level spell casters with all
their spells, your lengthy notes will
confuse you at the table.

Level Role
0 ordinary people
1 veterans, trained guards
3 a leader of up to two dozen people, a watch captain, a

bandit boss, a gang leader
5 a lord over a small settlement, a contested five mile hex,

a tower, a small fortress, a sheriff, two of these might be
the assistants of a level 9 lord

7 a leader of a small army, the most powerful chieftain of a
tribe, a second in command to a level 9 lord

9 lord over a town, a castle plus a town or two, multiple
villages, a region up to thirty miles in diameter, known
up to a hundred miles away

Names: Keep multiple lists of names to assign to non-player The web is full of sites with baby
names of various origins. We live in a
golden age!

characters.
News: Gossip, town criers, spies and sages allow you to feed

setting information to your players. Get into the habit of preparing
a little something to report. Actionable information is preferred:
activities of rivals that can be stopped, rumors of treasures that
can be sought. Let players know where to go next if they want
to pursue a certain goal. Provide enough to allow choice but not
too much in order to save preparation time and avoid decision
paralysis. Keep the number of plot hooks somewhere between three
and seven. Add new locations to the map!

Contacts: Keep a list of contacts. Magic-users provide new spells Contacts can move around as well.
“You notice a new bard in the Yellow
Straightjacket. She is called Miela,
newly arrived from Halgorn. Ilaria
appears to have left for Tlan.”

in exchange for ancient books. Sages provide information about
items found in exchange for copies of stone tablets. Drug-abusing
alchemists promise money in exchange for corrupting the law.
Rulers provide men-at-arms in order to get rid of bandits.

https://alexschroeder.ch/wiki/2011-01-13_Campaign_Start
https://alexschroeder.ch/wiki/2009-12-02_Hexcrawl
https://alexschroeder.ch/wiki/2009-12-02_Hexcrawl
https://campaignwiki.org/text-mapper
https://alexschroeder.ch/wiki/2007-02-14_DM_Advice_\T1\textendash _Organic_Campaigns
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Wilderness

Travel: The default is one hex traveled per day unless there are The actual procedure at the gaming
table is simple: players tell you where
they want to go. There is a 1 in 6

chance for a daylight encounter and a
1 in 6 chance for a nighttime encounter
for every hex traveled. The encounters
will be different between night and
day, that’s why there are two rolls.

trails or roads (two per day; no bonus for riding or flying) or they
are traveling by ship along a coast (in which case it’ll be eight hexes
per day). As it stands, this ignores movement speeds and hex size.
You travel one hex per day, that’s it.

Random Wilderness Encounters: Based on the current area the
party is in, jot down a little random encounter table. Consider the If you like floating eye monsters,

maybe add a dwarf merchant with an
extra eye stalk or two to the encounter
table. He’s a spy! If you like frogs,
go for an amphibian theme and pick
psionic frog men, giant frogs, toads,
froglings, and so on. If you have
a theme, consider antagonists. Is
the frog faction competing with the
gnomes? Add a gnome entry!

critters in the surrounding dungeons, think of a theme, browse
monster manuals and look at pictures.

Add one or more entries for peaceful folk from the neighbor-
hood or named people from nearby settlements. Two of these is a
good number. Add these at the top of the list. During the night,
add this number as you roll. This is how you get slightly different
results for day time and night time encounters. There is a 1 in 6

Keep using the same table while the
player characters are in the same
region.

In this example, merchants and sol-
diers are only encountered during
the day. At night, add +2 to your roll.
Psionic frog men and frog demons are
only encountered during the night.

Weather: If players ask about the
weather, make an unmodified reaction
check and treat it as a description
of the weather. Alternatively, use a
result of 2 on the encounter check as
an opportunity to say something about
the weather.

chance for a daylight encounter and a 1 in 6 chance for a nighttime
encounter.

d6 Encounter
☼ 1 merchants (1d6)
☼ 2 soldiers (1d6+3)

3 gnomes (1d6+2)
4 giant frogs (1d4)
5 froglings (2d6)
6 giant dragonfly

% 7 psionic frog men (2d6)
% 8 frog demons (1d4)

Exploration: Typically travel is initiated by a non-player char-
acters telling the player characters about a location. They provide
accurate directions and the location and any landmarks on the way
get placed on the player map. When traveling, player characters
cannot get lost. A hex is big enough for multiple locations (a hill,
a lake, a castle, a village, a dungeon). Unknown locations are not If you use five mile hexes, that’s an

area of about 22 mi2 to search.easy to find. Use the typical search abilities, one roll per day: 1/6

per day for humans, 2/6 per day for demihumans. Each search Each search party also gets a separate
random encounter roll for the day!party gets one roll. Known locations can always be found.

Camp: When there’s a nighttime encounter, roll for the player
who’s in charge: they name the two characters on guard duty. One
of them belongs to them, the other one can be chosen freely. These
two are the only ones wearing armour. Putting on armor takes many min-

utes. You can’t do it during a night
time attack. Sleeping in armour is
impossible.

Lairs: Many hexes have a building of some sort. Place stuff you
like from material you already have on your map. Add lairs for all
the intelligent monsters on your encounter tables. As time passes,
add more locations and lairs to known hexes. It’s simply not possi-
ble to completely map a hex. There’s always more stuff to discover.
Don’t be afraid to add new stuff to existing hexes.

If you have some monsters on your random encounter table and These improvised lairs will necessarily
be simple one, two or three room
affairs. No problem.

haven’t decided where the lairs of these creatures are, there’s a 1 in
6 chance when encountering them that you have found their lair.
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Encounters

Animals: Remember that most animals don’t want to fight. That’s
why the list of monsters only include dangerous animals. That
doesn’t mean one never encounters deer and birds. Those encoun-
ters just aren’t interesting enough to warrant a lot of time at the
table.

Monsters: It’s easier if monsters announce themselves: let play-
ers find, smell or hear something. This allows them to choose their Use the reaction roll. Not all encounters

need to end in a fight. Use morale
checks in combat. Not all fights are to
the death. Let players roll 2d6, since
it is their shouting and killing that is
intimidating their enemies. If the roll
beats the monsters’ morale check, they
flee. Fleeing grants anybody in melee
with them an immediate free attack
with +2 to hit.

Here are some typical morale scores:

2 animals that will always run
3 will fight when cornered
4 peaceful herbivores
5 carnivores, cowards
6 cautious people
7 normal humans
8 well led humanoids
9 disciplined troops
10 fanatics
11 lunatics
12 unnatural creatures

approach. Determine encounters before the game starts or have a
procedure to determine the number of monsters encountered ready.
Use 1d8 if you’re at a loss. This ensures that you’re not scaling the
encounter to the players. Let the players decide whether to engage or
not.

Adapt the encounter as it happens. If your players are bored,
let the monsters fight. If your players need guidance, have the
monsters talk. If your players are afraid, make it easy to avoid
the encounter. The entertainment of your friends at the table takes
priority. A total party kill can be part of it. Know your players.

Development

Keep Adding: In order to add life to the world, you need to have
two or three events or changes happen between sessions if time
passes in-game. A lot of it should relate to what the party did. If
their dog was killed by a giant crab and they didn’t rescue it, then
there will be a rumor of a ghost dog haunting the beaches. If they
discovered skeletons in a crypt and fled, they have released undead
that are now roaming the neighborhood. If they had hirelings with
them, those will be spreading rumors of a necromancer. Use these
rumors to add big and small adventure options for the players to
focus on.

Keeping track: As time passes, you should see a constant trickle
of little ideas to add to your campaign. Prepare for 3–7 of these po-
tential adventures and keep a list of open plots to remind players
of ongoing issues. More adventures develop wherever the party
shows up. If the party fights a mammoth and decides to track
it back to the forest, then maybe there will be neanderthals liv-
ing there. If the players try to contact them, maybe there will be a
sabre-toothed cat and a velociraptor in the area. If they investigate
the velociraptor, they might find a valley full of dinosaurs.

Focus Follows Players: Players express their interest in the cam-
paign by spending time. If players never leave town, then they want
urban adventures. If they keep returning to your megadungeon,
then that’s what they want. Giving players real options ensures that
the game adapts to their preferences (and yours, given that you are
providing the options).
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Players

Goals: Talk to your players about their character goals every now
and then. Identify the players that have interesting goals you’d like
to pursue, and start providing rumors that lead to adventures on
the way to achieving those goals.

Two or three players pushing their own agendas can be a lot of
fun. There will be a little rivalry because each character needs to
pursue their own quests. There will be some cooperation: “I’ll help
you retrieve ice from that glacier for your frost rapier if you will
help me find Xu-Li the fire sage.”

Not everybody needs to have goals! You just need enough player
goals to add adventure seeds to your campaign. If all the players
have divergent goals, they end up having no reason to adventure
together. In that case you might be better off adding a traditional
villain to the mix: a powerful nemesis who sends minions after the
player characters, builds an army to attack their home base, coor-
dinates the bad guys in the region such that the party absolutely
needs to fight. Just increase the pressure whenever the players start
to squabble again.

Spotlight: Give enemies the opportunity to shine every now and
then but don’t overdo it. Providing a single non-player character
the opportunity to shine in a session is about right.

The same is true for player characters. Emphasize situations
where a player character specifically did something awesome. This
lets players know that you appreciated their character being there
and the things they did. Everybody likes this.

If a player is very entertaining in the game, encourage them.
Non-player characters should go along with a lot of silliness simply
because this is entertaining at the table. Never forget that entertainment at the

table is the point of playing the game.
We, the humans sitting at the table,
want to be entertained.

Even quiet players like to shine. Sometimes you just have to
guess what makes them tick. Perhaps they’d like romantic success?
As the extroverts grab the spotlight, make sure to interrupt the ac-
tion once or twice per session and offer a scene to an introverted
player. The leader is charmed by their presence, the enemy wants
to talk to nobody else but them, the farmers ask them for advice.
Don’t overdo it. Sometimes shy players don’t want to make big de-
cisions. A public display of respect or admiration might be enough.

Planning: If players invest a lot of time into a particular plan,
join in and provide advice—your commentary stands in for their
character’s knowledge of the world. Reward players for the effort

If you feel that they over-planned it,
make sure you use words like “boring
wait” and “endless hours pouring
over your preparations” as you remind
them of the time wasted in-game.

by having their plans succeed. Be sure to recapitulate the successful
execution of the plan, coloring it appropriately. Avoid the evil feed-
back loop of foiling their plans. They’ll counter it by spending even Avoid boring “it doesn’t work” results.

Succeed or fail spectacularly.more time planning or by trying to keep you out of the planning
phase. This makes the session boring.

If players don’t want to plan a lot, then that’s even more awe-
some, because it gives you the opportunity to improvise some ac-
tion scene. Roll for wandering monsters and go for it.
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Background: Character accomplishments are more interesting
than character abilities. That is why player characters are mechan-
ically simple. Instead of using attribute or skill checks, let them
negotiate. If a player wants to do something that is out of the ordi-
nary, ask for an explanation: “Do you think your character can do
this?” If the player says yes, then think of an explanation and have
the player write it down on the character sheet. That’s how we learn that the dwarf

has in fact served as a scout and an
ensign in the dwarven army. Next time
a similar question is asked, however,
the same character probably is not a
specialist in Elemental Air Summoning
and Far Travel.

Choice: Hopefully the events at the table shape the characters.
Was the character generous or avaricious? Was the character diplo-
matic or rude? Was the character honest or deceitful? That’s what
you need all the social encounters for. By interacting with other
characters, players can develop their own character. Therefore, they
need to meet people that can be cheated or dealt with honestly.
They need to meet people that can be robbed and people that beg.
It forces players to make choices regarding their characters. It’s how
they grow to be more real.

Avoid situations where there is only one course of action. If you
can only rescue the baron’s child, then there’s no choice involved.
You should add temptation at every single step. Slavers will be
interested in the child. Enemies of the baron will be interested.

Sometimes there are no obvious choices, and none of the choices
help define the character. The baron’s child might not want to re-
turn back home, preferring to go on an adventure instead. The
character’s choice will define what they see as filial duty and fam-
ily integrity. Hardly any heroic decisions to be made! Use these
situations rarely.

Influence and Reputation: Find a way to let player characters
gain influence and reputation through adventuring. This anchors
them in the campaign world and encourages character development
instead of character ability gain. It’s a different sort of reward.

Announce consequences before players commit to actions. There The following list is from the Hack &
Slash blog.can only be meaningful choice if players know what to expect. (“If

you fail the roll, you’ll [. . . ]. Do you want to risk it?”)
Provide information if players are unsure. You can wrap it in

vague language, but be sure to provide it. (“It’s hard to say, but you
feel a nagging suspicion that he’s hiding something.”)

Let them talk. If monsters have names, that means that they What’s the point of knowing extra
languages? Knowing more language
will help you overhear conversations,
decipher writing, inspire others,
negotiate directly, feign ignorance,
and it grants you some background in
mythology, history and literature of
the culture speaking the language.

speak a language. Chances are that at least one of them speaks the
common tongue. Talk to the player characters.

Provide warnings if players are putting themselves in danger.
You’re aiming for “I knew it!” when something bad befalls player
characters. (“You notice that the hanging bridge above the tar pits
seems frail. Just make sure nobody cuts those ropes!”)

Provide alternatives if you think that what players want should
be impossible. (“You can’t just buy a magic weapon but they say
there’s a hidden entrance to a goblin market in the Smoke Forest.”)

Add obstacles whenever players are getting what they want.
(“The insect trainer will teach your lizard how to spy ahead if you
provide her with a living giant wasp.”)

https://alexschroeder.ch/wiki/2009-11-24 Rewards
https://hackslashmaster.blogspot.com/2011/09/on-ressurecting-quantum-ogre-and-having.html
https://hackslashmaster.blogspot.com/2011/09/on-ressurecting-quantum-ogre-and-having.html
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Mass Combat

Group combatants into units as you like. Each player running one
or two units in addition to their player character and retainers is a
good start.

Compute total hit points for all units. Just multiply the average 40 bandits means 40×4.5=180 HP, for
example. See the table below for quick
lookup!

hit points with the number of individuals.
Combat is very similar to how the rest of the game works. Roll

for initiative, move, attack, and so on. AC, movement rate, morale With one important change: in melee,
a unit facing multiple opponents
attacks them all at the same time!

and saves don’t change.
Damage dealt is multiplied by the combat scale. This simu-

lates the fact that not everybody gets to attack in larger skirmishes.
There are corridors, corners, trees, cover, the press of bodies, and so
on. Conversely, if in contact on multiple sides, the unit can attack
them all as people in the back or on the flanks also get to act. Don’t worry about players changing

the sizes of their units once they learn
of this table as they try and maximize
their combat scale for the first attack.

40 bandits have a combat scale of ×6. If
they hit and roll a 4 for damage, they
actually deal 4×6 = 24 damage. With
just one more bandit, the combat scale
would go up to ×7. Bad luck, bandits!

Number Scale HD 1 HD 2 HD 3 HD 4 HD 5

2–5 ×3 22 45 90 180 360

6–10 ×4 45 90 180 360 720

11–20 ×5 90 180 360 720 1440

21–40 ×6 180 360 720 1440 2880

41–80 ×7 360 720 1440 2880 5760

81–160 ×8 720 1440 2880 5760 11520

161–320 ×9 1440 2880 5760 11520 23040

321–640 ×10 2880 5760 11520 23040 46080

When you’re hit, adjust your combat scale. Divide the remain- If 40 bandits have 53 hit points left,
then there are 53/4.5 ≈ 12 thieves left
(round up). The combat scale of these
thieves drops to ×5. To speed things
up, refer to the table above: For HD 1

bandits, 53 is more than 45, so there
are 11–20 bandits left and their combat
scale is ×5.

ing hit points by the average hit points per individual (round up) to
see how many are still alive.

Player characters can “hide” within a unit, granting them their
charisma bonus for morale checks. When the unit takes damage,
the player and their retainers are the last ones to actually take
damage. They still attack as usual, with separate attack rolls and
separate spell casting actions.

Spells works as they usually do. Convert sleep or charm person Ten HD 1 bandit falling asleep is thus
the equivalent of 10×4.5 damage.spells to damage such as to simulate how it takes out unit mem-

bers. For a lightning bolt or fireball, just apply the damage to the unit If a fireball hits goblins, more of them
are hit but each goblin can only take
as much damage as it has hit-points so
we’re assuming it all evens out. Roll
just one saving throw for the unit.

and ignore how many unit members would actually get caught in
the area of effect.

Every unit must make a morale check when it loses its first
member, and another when it loses half its members. This is
important! Such a unit is considered broken. They hunker down and
disengage.

A player character or retainer within a broken unit may at-
tempt to rally the unit. Only one character per round may try this.
If rallying fails, try again next round. Either way, the unit does not
get to act this round.

If a broken unit suffers any damage, it will rout. A routed unit
must flee the battle field and any other unit in melee range gets a
free extra attack with a +2 bonus.



Gods & Demons

The gods and demons are important because players are able to
visit their halls. These can be reached by secret gates when sailing
the Astral Sea, or when climbing the branches of the World Tree The World Tree is Yggradsil. In certain

locations, the planar boundaries are
weakened and it is possible to enter
a sacred grove or push through a
thorny hedge and find yourself on
one of the branches of the World Tree.
The ground is made of living wood.
Most often it is steep. There are leaves
and branches everywhere, secondary
growth, birds, insects, anything that
flies. If you are pushed off the branch
and you can’t fly, you’re dead. If
the gate is popular, people will have
added ropes, ladders, stairs, bridges.
Soon enough it is a confusing, living
labyrinth of passages. Unless you
know where the gates are it will take
you a week to find a random gate.

To learn more, start with the
Wikipedia article on Norse cosmol-
ogy.

connecting all the planes of existence.
There is a chance that the gods will send one of their agents to

help if their name is called. In order to succeed, players need to
keep track of a score for each god they care about. As characters do
things to honor or spite the various gods, their score goes up. This
could be about saving or killing their followers, building altars and
temple in their name, defiling their altars or acting on visions sent
by them. This score is the percent chance that the god will act when
their name is called. Whether the agents appearing will in fact help
the characters depends on their past actions. An evil demon lord
like Set might still send a naga to help a paladin of Mitra, hoping to
mess with them. The score only goes down if you ignore the gods.

When paladins and clerics cast spells of level four and higher,
the spell effect usually involves the appearance of such an agent
and an opportunity for some discourse arises.

Freya and Odin

Freya is the goddess of winter, of spring, of fertility, of grain, of war, Asgard is a plane consisting of nothing
but the divine city where many of
the gods have their halls, surrounded
by a gargantuan wall. Outside is the
Astral Sea. It can be reached by sailing
that very sea or by climbing the World
Tree, Yggdrasil.

of cats and boars, of magic. Her valkyries and collects half the slain
in battle. These dine with her in Sessrúmnir, her hall in Asgard.

Odin is the god of wisdom, of magic and poetry, of war, of ea-
gles and ravens, of runes, of wanderers. He wields a magic spear,
he raises the dead, he rides an eight legged horse called Sleipnir.
The other half of the slain in battle dine with him in Valhalla, his
hall in Asgard.

In times of need, both of them send a valkyrie.

Hel

Hel is the goddess of the weak, the frail, the sick and the old, the Niflheim is a realm ice and cold,
of dark forests and thick mist. This
world can only be reached by crossing
Gjallarbrú, the golden bridge over the
river of death, Gjöll. Here, trolls roam
freely, never fearing the sun. This is
also where the greatest dragon of all
gnaws at the roots of the world tree,
Nídhöggr.

protector of witchcraft and of crossroads. Her hall Eljudnir is built
in Niflheim under one of the roots of Yggdrasil. Its gate is guarded
by the hellhound Garm who makes sure only those who died of
sickness and old age may pass.

In times of need she sends 1d4 trolls.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yggdrasil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norse_cosmology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norse_cosmology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asgard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niflheim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C3%AD%C3%B0h%C3%B6ggr
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Loki

Loki is the god of lies, of deceit, of misdeeds, of excuses and expla- Jötunheim is a plane of frost and
giants. It can be reached by sailing the
river Ifing from Asgard.

nations, of looking the other way, of tricksters, thieves and shape
changers, a friend of giants, the innocently accused, the misun-
derstood and the innocent. He can be found brooding in his hall
Utgard in Jötunheim.

In times of need, he might send shape changer. Clearly, this is
mostly useful when in need of deception.

Thor

Thor is the god of storms, of lightning and thunder. He is also
famed for his strength, but that is mostly due to him wielding
his famous hammer, and wearing his belt of power and his iron
gauntlets. His hall Bilskirnir stands in Asgard.

In times of need, he will send a mighty thunderstorm. Lightning
will split trees and set houses on fire, debris will fly through the
air and kill anybody out in the open, there will be landslides and
flooding. Whether this actually helps those in need is immaterial.
This is the help they will get. Anybody out in the open takes 6d6

damage; save vs. death for half.

Marduk

Marduk is the god of war and monster slaying, of armies, of gener- Midgard is the realm of humans.
This is the Middle Earth, the world
connecting to all the other realms of
the cosmos. Marduk is based on the
Babylonian god.

als, of brute force. His castle Unugal is built in Midgard, the world
of humans.

In times of need he will send a hunter general named Death,
Strength, Smasher or Taker of Heads. Since there are so many of them,
do not forget to roll a morale check when indicated! Morale checks are indicated when a

unit loses its first member and when it
loses half its members.HD 6+1 AC 7 1d6 F6 MV 12 ML 12 XP 600; leading a hundertschaft,

one hundred light infantery: HD 1 AC 7 1d6 MV 12 ML 10 XP 100

Mitra

Mitra is the goddess of law, of fire, of bulls, of contracts, of bonds, Muspelheim is a plane of fire and
giants. It can be reached by descend-
ing into the depths of the earth from
Midgard, the realm of humans. Mitra
is inspired by Rob Conley’s take on the
Indo-Iranian divinity and by the James
Vibert statues of the three oath takers.

the swearing of oaths, of honesty and truth, of loyalty and sacri-
fice for the community. Her hall is built atop a lake of fire deep
underground in Muspelheim and called Eldivatn.

In times of need, she might send a minotaur.

Pazuzu

Pazuzu is the demon lord of pestilence, of miscarriage, of famine Vanaheim is a windswept realm where
the vanquished demon lords of old
eek out their existence before fading
away. It is a realm of violence and
madness, but also of hidden wisdom
and fertility. Pazuzu is based on the
Assyro-Babylonian god.

and disease, of crows and vultures, of temptation and betrayal. His
tower Sandstein was built in Vanaheim.

In times of need he will send a vulture demon.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%B6tunheimr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midgard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marduk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muspelheim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitra
https://batintheattic.blogspot.ch/2009/03/from-attic-majestic-wilderlands-part-2.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%BCtlischwur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanaheimr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pazuzu
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Set

Set is the demon lord of snakes and crocodiles, of assassins, of re- Svartalfheim is a plane of dark elves
and dwarves, reachable by tunnels
under hills and behind waterfalls in
Midgard. Set is Robert E. Howard’s
god appearing in his Conan the
Barbarian stories, using elements of
the Egyptian god Set, the serpent
Apophis and the Hydra.

venge, of spies and diplomats, of poison makers, of death traps, of
hypnotists and mind benders. His hall is the subterranean Eiterhorg
in Svartalfheim.

In times of need he will send a naga.

Tsathoggua

Tsathoggua is the demon lord of frogs and merchants, gluttony and Myrkheim is a world of tepid swamps,
eternal night and nothing but the light
of the moon to illuminate it. All who
have reached it found it when they
were lost in the fenns. Tsathoggua is
Clark Ashton Smith’s god from his
Hyperborean cycle.

greed, sloth and rent-seeking. His hall is the squat Myrrhorg built of
basalt blocks rising out of the endless swamps in Myrkheim.

In times of need he will curse the land with a plague of poi-
sonous frogs bubbling up from lakes and ponds or raining down
from the heavens. Livestock will die, people will die. If caught in a
storm of poisonous frogs, save vs. poison or die.

The Nine Realms

Thus we have seen some of the nine realms, all of them connected
via the world tree, Yggradsil.

1. Asgard, the city of the gods: blue sky, eternal midday, golden
roofed halls, an island in the astral sea, a rainbow bridge for the
gods to travel from realm to realm

2. Alfheim, the realm of elves: blue sky, eternal golden hour, huge
trees, sparkling cities with floral decorations

3. Midgard, the realm of the humans: blue sky, red sunsets, moun-
tains, forests, plains, deserts, rivers, lakes, oceans, the world we
know

4. Myrkheim (or Svartalfheim), the underground realm of dwarves:
eternal night, caves, mines, goblins, giant spiders, mushrooms,

5. Jötunheim, the realm of ice and frost giants: black sky and dark
clouds, eternal shadow, glaciers, mountains, frozen rivers, ice
bergs and the ocean

6. Vanaheim, the hidden realm of the old gods: red sky, blue sun-
sets, rust deserts, deep green valleys

7. Niflheim (or Hel), the realm of fog and mist: grey sky, white
snow, dark forests, trolls, wolves

8. Muspelheim, the realm of lava and fire giants: black sky, red
haze, volcanoes and a sea of flames

The nature of the ninth realm remains unknown.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Svartalfheim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Father_Set
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myrkheim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsathoggua


Monsters

HD Example
1 orc
2 ghoul
3 harpy
4 bear
5 lion
6 minotaur

10 red dragon

AC Example
9 unarmored human
8 zombie
7 leather armor
6 orcs, goblins
5 chain mail, spiders
4 lizards, giant ants
3 plate mail

HD are hit dice; roll as many d8 to determine hit points (HP) un-
less those are indicated. A +1 or +2 means that you should add this
many HP and that the monster attacks as if it had one HD more.

AC is armor class and determines how hard it is to hit (lower is
better).

Their attacks and the damage they do are listed next, e.g. 1d6/1d6

means the creature has two attacks, each dealing 1d6 damage.
The to-hit table shows what you need to roll on a d20 for a crea-

ture to hit a particular armor class.

Armor Class 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

HD 1- 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10

HD 2 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

HD 3 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

HD 4 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7

HD 5 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6

HD 6 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5

HD 7 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4

HD 8–9 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3

HD 10–11 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

HD 12–13 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2

HD 14–15 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 2

HD 16–17 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 2

HD 18–19 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2

HD 20–21 6 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

HD 22+ 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Saving Throw is a letter indicating the class to use (F is the
default: fighter) and the level to use. This is usually the same as
their hit dice. Animals usually save at half their hit dice, magical
creatures at double their hit dice (max 19).

Saving Dragon Breath Paralysis Death Rays
Throws Explosions Petrification Poison Wands Spells
F1–F3 15 14 12 13 16

F4–F6 13 12 10 11 14

F7–F9 9 10 8 9 12

10–F12 7 8 6 7 10

F13–F15 5 6 4 5 8

F16–F18 4 5 4 4 7

F19+ 4 4 3 3 6
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MV Example
48 pegasus
24 dragon, horse
21 panther
18 wolf
15 boar, tiger,
12 clothes, leather armor, orc
9 chain mail, bugbear, ogre
6 plate mail, basilisk, dwarf
3 plate mail and loot

Morale checks are indicated when a
unit loses its first member and when it
loses half its members.

ML Example
2 animals that will always run
3 will fight when cornered
4 will defend their young
5 carnivores, cowards
6 cautious people
7 normal men
8 well led humanoids
9 disciplined troops

10 fanatics
11 lunatics
12 unnatural creatures

MV is the movement rate in 10 ft/round, or in inch/round on
a battle map. Often a note is added to explain unusual values, eg.
MV 15 (fly) means it flies 150 ft/round.

ML is the morale score. If you roll 2d6 higher than this, morale
breaks and the remaining creatures retreat or flee.

XP are the experience points gained upon slaying this creature.
This is simply HD × 100.

Names indicate that the creature can speak.
Animals fear fire and aren’t intelligent.
Mounts are creatures that can carry somebody on their back

whereas pets are friends. Both take a retainer slot. Unlike ordinary
retainers, they do not gain levels. Mounts attack somebody that is
attacking them in melee. They prefer not to fight. Pets will attack
anybody you are attacking and they will attack anybody attacking
you. Neither will take a blow for you, nor will they spare their
victims. They always go for the kill. If their owner dies in combat,
a mount is free and tries to flee. You can take over a mount by taking
their rider’s place. Anybody can jump onto a horse and ride it! The
loyalty of pets is not as easy to command. If a pet’s owner dies, they
go feral. They defend their owner’s corpse against both friends and
enemies. Taking over a pet requires you to befriend them (make a
reaction roll, feed them for a +1 on the roll).

Dogs and horses are often available for sale at villages. If a Mounts & Pets Price
war dog 25

donkey 20

horse 75

war horse 250

starting village is too small to offer a kennel or a stable players can
always start one: build a shack and put up some fences for 100 gp,
buy eight animals, pay fodder for a month (8 × 30 × 2 sp ≈ 50 gp),
hire a kennel master or stable master for 100 gp/month (who in
turn may hire unskilled stable boys and the like). This empowers
players and lets them affect their environment in positive ways, and
it sets up constant gold-to-xp pipeline.

Gems are all sorts of precious stones. Their value is determined
using the following table. Average value: 176 gp.

1d20 Gem Value
1–3 10

4–6 20

7–9 50

10–12 75

13–15 100

16–17 250

18–19 750

20 1000

Jewelry is rings, necklaces, bracelets, diadems, crowns, scepters
and the like. Each piece is worth 3d6×100 gp. Average value: 1050 gp.
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Ape, Giant

The giant ape fur is usually white, brown or black. Some of the
tribes are more intelligent than others, mastering a language and
the art of hunting with spears. From such tribes, retainers and
future player characters may be recruited.

HD 3 AC 7 1d6/1d6 F3 MV 12 ML 5 XP 300

Numbers: 1d20. Large groups may live together with smaller
monkeys, but these never fight. They just make a lot of noise if they
spot you sneaking up to the giant apes.

Names: Buttkick, Roundkick, Ironfist, Doublefist, Breakthrough.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. When they live Average value: 1164 gp.

in a ruined temple, they might have found some stuff.
Terrain: jungles, ruins.
Player characters: they speak their own language (like the Level Experience

1 0

2 2’000

3 4’000

4 8’000

5 16’000

6 32’000

7 64’000

8 128’000

Wookie Chewbacca); they attack like fighters; they use a d8 for
their hit dice, like fighters; they wear no armor and wield no melee
weapons but they can throw bamboo spears; they attack twice per
round when punching stuff; they have a natural armor class of 7;
they can only use a limited set of magic items: amulets, necklaces,
ioun stones, earrings—anything requiring neither arms nor feet nor
anything worn like clothes; minimum strength is 9; maximum level
is 8 because they are not very ambitious; ordinary giant apes start
at level 3 when hired as retainers.

Basilisk

The basilisk is the “little king of serpents”—it’s a monstrous snake
ten paces long and nearly chest high at its thickest. The basilisk’s
scales are usually green or brown, and upon its head it wears a
crown of gold. Its lair is filled with toxic fumes, a deadly poison to
all. Its breath poisons the air for 30 ft around it. When you breathe
in these fumes, save vs. poison or die. You can hold your breath
for one round and fight. If you keep fighting, save vs. death or
faint. Once you faint, your body starts breathing again, at which
point you must save vs. poison or die. Its gaze also kills; such is the
power of its poisonous spirit. If it sees you, and you did not have
to save vs. poison this round, do so now or die. And finally, if you
manage to approach the basilisk without being slain by its stench
or gaze, you still have to survive it poisonous fangs. If you are hit,
and you did not have to save vs. poison this round, do so now or
die.

HD 6+1 AC 4 1d10 + poison F6 MV 6 ML 9 XP 600

Numbers: 1. The basilisk lives alone. The general area where a
basilisk rules might feature a lot of snakes, but none approach a
basilisk’s lair and none fight intruders. The basilisk hatches from a

https://campaignwiki.org/gems
https://campaignwiki.org/jewelry
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cursed egg lain by a cock and is thus also known as a cockatrice. It
never mates.

Ingredients: If you’re a trained assassin, you can fill 10 vials To be trained as an assassin, you must
swear eternal loyalty and servitude to
Set.

with a bright green poison so strong that breaking the vial requires
anybody within 10 ft to save vs. poison or die.

Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. These are the belongings of all the dead villagers Average value: 5017 gp.

and soldiers foolish enough to approach. In addition to the treasure
listed above, a golden diadem worth 500 gp.

Terrain: deserts, ruins.

Bear

Bears may stand up in combat, attacking with both claws and a
bite—and if both their claws hit, the bear hug deals an additional
2d8 damage. When encountered in their natural habitat, bears
usually ignore you unless you come closer than 30 ft or if they are
hurt in any way.

HD 4 AC 6 1d4/1d4/1d6 + hug F2 MV 12 ML 5 XP 400

Numbers: 1d4. They live as small families or they are angry,
male loners.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests, mountains.
War Bear: Trained bears are sometimes used by dwarves as pets.

These can wear a metal back plate and skull cap giving them AC
4 instead of 6. A trained war bear costs 500 gp and the armor that
goes along with it costs another 500 gp, but dwarves will only sell
it to you if you are a dwarf friend. You must have performed some
valuable service for the clan before they sell you their precious war
bears. War bears can be used as mounts by small creatures (usually
dwarves, elves and halflings).

Larger bears are possible. Usually these dire bears are the result
of Ursomancy—bear magic.

HD 6 AC 6 1d6/1d6/1d10 + hug F3 MV 12 ML 11 XP 600

Bee, Giant

Giant bees are the result of earth magic leaking into the environ-
ment. They are as big as cows, their wingspan is as wide as a house
and when they fly it sounds like war drums.

Don’t be fooled by their name. These bees are omnivorous and
kill sheep and halflings for food. When stung, save vs. poison or
die. These stings are solid. The bee does not die after having stung
its victim.

Their nest is ruled by a queen. If she dies, the entire nest dis-
perses and dies sooner or later. The queen itself is huge, practically
immobile and does nothing but lay eggs. She does not fight.

https://campaignwiki.org/gems
https://campaignwiki.org/jewelry
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HD 4+1 AC 5 1d6 + poison F2 MV 15 ML 9 XP 400

Number: 1 scout, 2d4 feeding party (and their victim), or a nest
with 2d4×10 including a queen.

Ingredients: Gelée royale (royal jelly) is what the bees use to feed
larvae destined to become new queens. It is said to be the most
potent cure for old age, wasting diseases and lack of virility. That is
why the jelly of one nest is worth 5000 gp to an Alchemist.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests, jungles.
Giant wasps are just like giant bees. Giant ants only fly when

they are about to mate, and giant ants have larger mandibles and
an acid spray:

HD 4+1 AC 5 1d10 F2 MV 15 ML 9 XP 400; acid spray 1×/h: anybody
within 20ft takes 2d6, save vs. poison for half

Certain savage tribes of lizard people have learned the pheromone
secrets allowing them to use giant wasps as mounts.

Beetle, Giant

These giant, horned and armored beetles are as big as a wagon.
They love the humid underground, always hungry for meat.

Giant beetles are sometimes used as mounts by those under-
ground creatures that know how to direct them with magic glow
sticks. The key is to keep them well fed. This can be tricky on long
underground voyages.

HD 4 AC 3 2d6 F2 MV 9 ML 9 XP 400

Numbers: 1d6.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves.

Boar

Wild boars are dangerous and hard to kill for simple folks. Boars
are said to very intelligent but nobody cares—except for orcs. Orcs
keep boars as pets like humans keep dogs.

HD 3+1 AC 6 1d8 F1 MV 15 ML 9 XP 300

Numbers: Roll 1d6: 1–5 = a single male, 6 = 5d6 breeding fe-
males and their young. Female wild boars are quite sociable!

Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests, savannas.
Giant Boars do exist. They are bred as mounts by dwarves and

halflings.

HD 5+1 AC 6 1d12 F2 MV 15 ML 9 XP 500
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Demon Boars also exist. They are manifestations of forest
guardian spirits. As such, they are usually not a problem. When
the forest suffers, these spirits can be corrupted.

HD 9+1 AC 3 1d12 F9 MV 15 ML 9 XP 900; charm person 3×/day;
shape change into human form at will; magic or silver weapon re-
quired to hit

Bugbear

Bugbears are lynx-people, often a bit taller than humans. They live
in the woods, naked and wild, unless they have entered the service
of a dark elf queen in which case they’re busy stealing your babies
leaving ugly psychopath changelings for you to raise instead—or
spying for the raiding party soon to follow.

They surprise you on 1–5 in 6. This makes them natural thieves
and assassins in the service of dark elves.

HD 3+1 AC 5 1d10 F3 MV 9 ML 9 XP 300

Numbers: 1d12. Typically you will encounter a small Com-
mando or scouts. Where they are found, their elven masters are
not far behind. If they are not in the service of anybody, they are
elusive and hard to find.

Names: Silentfoot, Silverpaws, Deathlicker, Piercingeyes.
Treasure: 10% for 1d4×1000 sp, 10% for 1d4×1000 gp, 30% for

1d4×100 pp, 10% for 1d4 gems, 10% for 1d4 jewelry. 20% for a
magic item. This is often pay from their elven masters, or bribes Average value: 1332 gp.

sent to traitors.
Terrain: caves, forests.
Player characters: bugbears do not gain any levels; 3

rd level is
their maximum—they’ll never be more than “a boss of one or two
dozen people” (see People).

Cat, Large

Mountain lions, panthers, tigers—these are large cats that will
sneak up on you and surprise you on 1–4 in 6. Cats can be kept as
pets but they have a mind of their own and while they will follow
you around, it’s doubtful that they will attack your enemies when
you want it. They will go out to hunt for your enemies on their
own initiative, however. Elves favor large cats. Sadly, large cats have
also been used in gladiatorial fights. Sometimes large cats will also
learn how defenseless many humans are and turn into veritable
mankillers. Pumas and Cheetahs can purr like

house cats. Jaguars, lions and tigers
can roar. All cats can spit, hiss, growl,
snarl, and mew.

Puma, Cheetah: HD 3 AC 6 1d6 F1 MV 24 ML 7 XP 300

Jaguar: HD 4 AC 6 1d4/1d4/1d8 F2 MV 21 ML 8 XP 400

Lion: HD 5 AC 6 1d6/1d6/1d10 F3 MV 15 ML 9 XP 500

Tiger: HD 6 AC 6 1d6/1d6/1d12 F3 MV 15 ML 9 XP 600

https://campaignwiki.org/gems
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Numbers: Some large cats hunt in groups. When encountering a
pride of cheetahs or lions, 1d12. Otherwise, just 1.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests, jungles, mountains, savannas.

Centaur

Centaurs are half man, half horse, born of sun and raincloud,
all of them male. It is said that some of them are very wise and
that many a skill can be learned from the oldest centaurs (music,
archery, prophecy, nothing seems to be impossible). Unfortunately
they also love to drink and carouse, and they are prone to start
fights when drunk. In combat, they can strike out with two hooves

Depending on how far you want to
take it, their lusty nature also lends
itself to darker sexual themes. Make
sure you know your players before
going there.

and a spear.

HD 4 AC 5 1d6/1d6/1d8 F4 MV 18 ML 8 XP 400

Numbers: 1d20.
Names: Fleetfoot, Staggering Stag, Prancing Horny, Old Man.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests.

Chimera

When goats discover caves leaking Earth Blood, the mutagenic
forces sometimes turn them into chaos beasts, growing lion heads,
monstrous claws, dragon heads, snake tails, serpent tongues, and
so on. These beasts are related to other multi-headed creatures like
the hydra or the kerberos. They all like to guard entrances to the
netherworld.

The goat head usually just yells curses and insults but the other
heads fight with its claws and lion bite, and a dragon bite or its
dragon breath (3×/day): if you are in melee with the chimera, take
as much fire damage as the chimera still has hit points left. Save
vs. dragon breath for half damage.

1d10 Mutation
1 extra row of teeth
2 prehensile nose trunk
3 red, glowing eyes
4 sulphur breath & flaming tongue
5 webbed fingers like a frog
6 gills (and water breathing)
7 long and delicate fingers
8 super hairy
9 feet turn to hooves

10 long, decorative tail

HD 6 AC 5 1d6/1d6/1d10/2d10 or fire F6 MV 9 ML 10 XP 600

Numbers: 1.
Ingredients: The mutagenic forces of chimera blood causes

strange mutations in anybody drinking it.
Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. They do not only prey on those who wish to Average value: 5017 gp.

enter but also on those who wish to leave the netherworld.
Terrain: caves.

Crab, Giant

Giant crabs infest the cursed caves along the coast and beneath the
harbor: big as a cow with pincers the size of two-handed swords

https://campaignwiki.org/gems
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and armored like knights, but fragile and tasty once you get past
the armor.

Some sea elves know how to create a very light crab armor out
of a giant crab carapace. Destitute cultists looking for revenge Crab armor is like normal plate armor

but it doesn’t slow you down.against the rich sometimes plead with the demon lord of dark
waters for her gifts—such as an arm turning into a pincer or a cara-
pace growing on their back. These mutants are able to deal 2d6

damage with their pincer or they have
a natural AC 3.HD 3 AC 3 2d6/2d6 F1 MV 6 ML 6 XP 300

Numbers: 1d4.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves.

Creeper

This thing looks like a man-sized caterpillar with many smaller
tentacles around its mouth. It feeds on the dead or the nearly dead.
They will avoid opponents that look sharp and active. In the dark,
when you’re out of your mind and sobbing in fear, they’ll come for
you. When touched by one of the tentacles, save vs. paralysis or be
paralyzed for 2 h. If left undisturbed, the creeper then proceeds to
eat you alive, while you’re unable to move or scream. While you’re
still moving, the creeper will not bite and thus no damage is dealt.

HD 2 AC 7 8×paralysis F1 MV 6 ML 5 XP 200

Numbers: 1d4.
Ingredients: Each tentacle can be mashed up and distilled into

a vial of paralyzing poison within a few hours, if you’re a trained
assassin. When throwing the vial, roll to hit. If you hit, the victim To be trained as an assassin, you must

swear eternal loyalty and servitude to
Set.

must save vs. poison or be paralyzed for 10 min.
Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 20% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 20% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% for a magic item. Sometimes Average value: 1890 gp.

you’ll find the remains of a dead cave explorer or tomb robber
nearby.

Terrain: caves.

Crocodile

When encountering crocodiles, they are lying in ambush, waiting
for you to cross a river or to get water from a water hole. They sur-
prise you on 1–5 in 6. Their goal is to drag you down and drown
you.

HD 6 AC 3 2d8 F3 MV 9 ML 8 XP 600; surprise

Numbers: 1. The rivers are full of crocodiles, but each one hunts
alone.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: jungles, savannas, swamps.

https://campaignwiki.org/jewelry
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Doppelgänger

The doppelgänger is a shape changer. It kills people and takes their
place, assuming their victim’s looks, manners, speech, love life,
parental duties. . . But it isn’t perfect. Mistakes start piling up. It
must remain focused at all times. There is no room for alcohol and
wild parties, or else things start slipping.

When they die, they don’t “change back.” One way to identify
a dead doppelgänger is to cut it open: you’ll note that the place-
ment of their organs is wrong and that their bones deviate slightly.
The number of doppelgängers living among us humans remains
unknown. We have never seen whole communities taken over.
They prefer to spread, spending years in the wilderness, living as
rangers, charcoal burners, wandering monks and hermits.

HD 4 AC 5 1d12 F10 MV 9 ML 10 XP 400; shape change at will

Spells: The entire magic school of body alteration is based on
doppelgänger magic. If you befriend a doppelgänger, it might teach
you disguise and shape change. Apparently, shape shift (4th circle) is
beyond their ken. They are limited to human shapes. There are no Some say that doppelgängers need

humans for reproduction. . . The
actual number of doppelgängers living
among humans remains unknown.

known doppelgängers in non-human societies.
Disguise (2nd circle) allows you to change your face as you please.
Shape change (3rd circle) allows you to change the rest of your

body as well, as long as your shape remains roughly human. The
number of your limbs and your mass remain unchanged.

Numbers: 1d4.
Names: Face, Father, Melt, Mother, Quiet.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. The just have Average value: 1164 gp.

what their former victims used to own.
Terrain: caves, deserts, forests, jungles, mountains, ruins, savan-

nas, swamps.

Dragon

Dragons are the most powerful guardian spirits there are. Any
majestic river, mountain or forest has a dragon. Dragons are forces
of chaos: they oppose civilization and try to destroy settlements,
sometimes making their lair in the ruins of once rich and powerful
towns and cities.

All dragons are intelligent and speak the languages of many
ancient empires and the languages of any people currently living
in the area. They have seen it all. Their heart is bent on destruction.
Collecting the treasures of the cities they sacked is their way of
preventing a reconstruction. Most spell casters of the polymorph

traditions prefer to shape shift into
dragons when in danger. As this spell
belongs to the 4

th circle, this means
that most elves pick the blue dragon
form when they first master the spell
and the red dragon form when they
reach the apex of their power.

Dragons can use dragon breath (3×/day): a cone about 100 ft of
ice, acid, poisonous gas, lightning bolts or fire, depending on the
color of the dragon. Take as much damage as the dragon still has
hit points left. Save vs. dragon breath for half damage. Dragons are
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themselves immune to such effects and even if the target of a spell
with such an effect (lightning bolt, fire ball, snow storm), the dragon
takes only half damage and saves vs. spells for quarter damage. All
dragons can fly.

White: HD 6 AC 3 1d4/1d4/2d8 F6 MV 24 ML 8 XP 600; ice
Black: HD 7 AC 2 1d6/1d6/2d10 F7 MV 24 ML 8 XP 700; acid
Green: HD 8 AC 1 1d6/1d6/3d8 F8 MV 24 ML 9 XP 800; poison
Blue: HD 9 AC 0 1d8/1d8/3d10 F9 MV 24 ML 9 XP 900; lightning
Red: HD 10 AC -1 1d8/1d8/4d8 F10 MV 24 ML 10 XP 1000; fire
All: only harmed by magic or magic weapons

Spells: Dragons can teach you an appropriate destructive spell,
if you befriend them: acid rain, lightning bolt, fire ball and snow
storm (3rd circle) all deal 6d6 damage of the appropriate kind, save
vs. spells for half.

Poison gas (5th circle) will kill any creature with up to 4 HD un-
less they save vs. poison. Those that save and any creature above
4 HD simply suffer 1 damage/round.

Numbers: 1.
Names: Ice Fang of the Mountain, Breath of Black Plague, Old

Wily of Death Moore, Fury of Cold River, Sleeping Heart of Fire.
Ingredients: One dragon hide allows you to enchant one set of

plate armor, granting you a +2 on any saving throw against the
dragon’s power (ice, acid, poison, lightning or fire).

The protection is not cumulative.
Whereas the rest of a dragon’s hide
can be used to make nice hand bags
and sword sheaths, it grants no magic
protection.

Treasure: Treasure: 50% for 1d6×10 000 gp, 30% for 4d6×100 pp,
50% for 1d8×10 gems, 50% for 1d8×10 jewelry, 20% each for eight
magic items. They are notoriously greedy. Average value: 49 285 gp.

Terrain: caves, deserts, forests, jungles, mountains, ruins, swamps.

Dwarf

Dwarves are small, maybe 4 ft tall. They all have a beard. Whether
dwarven women actually exist or whether they just look like men is
a dwarven secret. They consider such talk inappropriate. Dwarves
are known for their greed and their industry. Based on inscriptions
such as “instead of making a son, I made this golem blade in the
year 4435” it is assumed that dwarves can make their sons.

Need character portraits for dwarves?
Check out the online dwarven face
generator.

The most famous dwarves of old were able to create magical
golem armor. It grants AC 1. A golem shield adds another AC -3 for a
total of AC -2. Similar magic golem swords +2 exist. All these items
were made just for dwarves.

Dwarven golem armor does not fit any
other species.

HD 1 AC 4 1d6 D1 MV 6 ML 8 XP 100

Numbers: a clan with 5d8 merchants, led by a dwarf with level
1d6+2 and accompanied by 1d6-1 war bears (possibly none).

Names: Thunderclap Earthstrong, Treearm Bullhead, Ironhelm
Deepdigger, Longbeard Carroteater. If you want dwarven names, check out

the Neo-Khuzdul Dictionary.Treasure: 50% for 1d6×10 000 gp, 50% for 1d4×100 pp, 30% for
2d8 gems, 20% for 1d10 jewelry, 30% each for six magic items. They Average value: 20 380 gp.
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carry an enormous amount of gold in order to purchase things for
their underground strongholds. Their leader may own more magic
items: 5% per level per item type.

Terrain: caves, forests, mountains.
Stronghold: A dwarven stronghold usually has 5d8×10 dwarves.

The most powerful dwarf is level 9–12, surrounded by a circle of
trustworthy clan heads, all of them level 1d6+2, each of them re-
sponsible for 20–25 dwarves. Multiply treasure found by 10.

Patrols: Dwarven territory is patrolled by groups of 3d6 dwarves
riding boars or giant goats.

Elephant

Elephants let your players know that they’re no longer in a region
based on fantasy medieval Europe. They’re huge, they charge into
battle, they trample their victims to a pulp. When fighting humans
or smaller creatures (anything that’s not a giant, really), they get
+4 to their attack rolls. Seeing an elephant for the first time re- In general, elephants don’t enjoy

charging armies so training them for
war is a long and cruel undertaking.
Don’t do it!

quires a morale check by their enemies and their mounts or they’ll
flee the battle field. An elephant will carry three people without a
howdah or castle on its back. With a castle (500 gp), up to ten peo-
ple can be carried. You can also mount a ballista on an elephant’s
castle instead (500 gp, 2d6 damage). With appropriate armor, an See Spelljammer siege weapons for

comparison.elephant’s AC can be reduced to 4 for 1000 gp. When an elephant
is reduced to less than 10 hit point, a morale check is required or
it goes berserk, attacking both friend and foe. That’s why the ma-
hout sometimes carries a hammer and a chisel-blade or a poisoned
weapon: to kill the berserk elephant. That’s also why some people
try to shoot the mahout first.

HD 9 AC 5 4d8 with +4 to hit F5 MV 12 ML 8 XP 900

Number: 1d20.
Ingredients: Each tusk is worth 1d6×100 gp. Average value: 700 gp.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: jungles, savannas.

Elf

Elves are small, but not as small as dwarves—they are maybe 5 ft
tall and very thin. They have no facial hair and it’s hard to tell
whether you’re talking to a man or a woman. Just go with what
they say. Elves are known for their longevity and their patience.

Need character portraits for elves?
Check out the online elven face gener-
ator.

This means they don’t often meddle in the affairs of humans be-
cause from their point of view, any human problem usually re-
solves itself within a few decades.

Elves also like to spend decades perfecting the arts and crafts.
The older elves have all made their own set of perfect elven plate +1,
shield +1, sword +1 and longbow +1. Everything they make is better,
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and they know it. Everything humans make is shoddy and hastily
made, but what can you expect? Elven armor does not fit any other

species.All elves can cast spells. They always know at least one of sleep,
For simplicity’s sake and because it
gives each group of elves its unique
character, determine the spells for the
leader and then all the other high-
ranking elves in the stronghold will
know a subset of these spells.

magic missile or charm person, making them very dangerous oppo-
nents indeed.

HD 1 HP 1d6 AC 5 1d6 or spell E1 MV 12 ML 10 XP 100

Numbers: a small group of 2d12 elves traveling, including their
leader with level 1d6+1 and accompanied by 1d6-3 giant weasels
(possibly none).

Names: Cemil, Ndísil, Achadion, Coruor, Múlon, Ríneth. If you want elvish names, check
out Compound Sindarin Names in
Middle-earth, which is part of Parf
Edhellen, or the List of Middle-earth
Elves on Wikipedia.

Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 2d6 gems, 30% for 2d6 jewelry. 20% each for
two magic items. They don’t keep much. Their leader may own

Average value: 4010 gp.more magic items: 5% per level per item type.
Terrain: forests, jungles.
Stronghold: An elven stronghold has 2d12×10 elves. The most

powerful elf will be level 9–10, surrounded by a circle of trustwor-
thy friends, all of them with level 1d6+1, each of them responsible
for 10–12 elves. Multiply treasure found by 10.

Ettin

Sometimes giants are poisoned by Earth Blood in an accident and
they start to change, growing a second head, always bickering,
restless, unhappy together. As they can see more and sleep less,
they are only surprised on a 1 in 6.

HD 11 AC 3 3d6/3d6 F10 MV 12 ML 9 XP 1100

Numbers: 1. Two heads is enough! They are sometimes part of
orcish war bands, useful whenever brute force is required.

Names: Bert and Bob, Smasher and Gnawer, Death and Pain,
Club and Nail, Bone and Marrow, Punch and Break.

Treasure: 40% for 2d6×1000 sp, 40% for 2d6×1000 gp, 40% for 2d6

gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a magic item. This is what they Average value: 3940 gp.

stole from nearby villages over the years.
Terrain: caves, forests, jungles, ruins, swamps.

Fish, Giant

Giant fish can be all sorts of fish that aren’t as dangerous as sharks
or as big as whales.

HD 2 AC 7 1d6 F1 MV 12 ML 8 XP 200

Numbers: 1d8. Giant fish often guard the lairs of nixies.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: water.
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Frogling

Froglings or boglings are the size of little children, maybe 3 ft high.
They have very long legs and like to jump into combat, dealing
double damage on their first attack. They are slow unless they are This only works if they surprise their

foes or if they win initiative, of course.
If their foes engage them in melee, it’s
too late to jump them.

swimming or jumping, just like frogs. When lying in wait under
water, they are hard to spot and will surprise you on 1–5 in 6.

They use barbed tridents for gigging fish and stabbing foes. They
aren’t very war-like, though. They worship the demon god of lazy
gluttony, Tsathoggua. They’re temple are often full of gems and
jewelry.

HD 1 AC 7 1d6 F1 MV 4 ML 6 XP 100; jump for double damage;
swim; surprise

Spells: Every temple has a high priest (HD 5) who can cast
lightning bolt 2×/day (5d6 damage, save vs. spells for half). They
might teach the spell, if you can force them to.

Lightning bolt (3rd circle) deals 1d6 damage per level, in a straight
line starting from your finger and going for 120 ft. Victims may save
vs. spells for half damage. When a lightning bolt strikes the

water surface, anybody in the water
within 20 ft is hit with no save for half
damage. See this comment on Reddit
for more information.

Numbers: 5d8, with their mud villages guarded by 1d6-1 giant
toads (possibly none), and a high priest running the temple.

Names: Pale Bride, Slave Lord, He Who Serves, Pail Bearer, Fish
Eater.

Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. Sometimes Average value: 1164 gp.

pilgrims to the temple might leave some offerings.
Terrain: caves, swamps.
Player characters: they can swim and breath underwater; when Level Experience Hide

1 0 1 in 6

2 2’000 2 in 6

3 4’000 3 in 6

4 8’000 4 in 6

5 16’000 5 in 6

hiding in water, they are hard to spot (5 in 6 chance of hiding); they
learn how to change their skin colour, improving their chance of
hiding outside the water as indicated on the table; they speak their
own language; they attack like fighters; they use a d8 for their hit
dice, like fighters; they wear no armor and carry no shields; they
have a natural armor class of 7; at 5

th level they are elevated to
priests of Tsathoggua, getting access to lightning bolt 2×/day (5d6

damage, save vs. spells for half).

Gargoyle

Gargoyles look like bat people. They look like they are made of
stone but they can still fly. They are immortal magical beings and
can only be harmed by magic. This makes them think they’re supe-
rior to everybody else even though no known gargoyle civilization
exists. They like to hang around old buildings and ruins and do
nothing, as far we know.

HD 4 AC 5 1d4/1d4/1d6 F8 MV 15 ML 11 XP 400; magic required to
hit

https://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/comments/1mm794/when_lightning_hits_a_large_body_of_water_how_far/
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Numbers: 2d4. They like company.
Names: Patience, Longarm, Scribe, Watcher Above, Pouncer.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. They don’t Average value: 1164 gp.

care enough about treasure.
Terrain: caves, ruins.

Ghoul

The ghouls are evil hunger spirits, always craving for meat, ob-
sessed with killing and eating, eager to lure you away from your
friends, or to scare you into fleeing away into the darkness, to drag
you into the depths of the earth, and to devour you dead or alive.
They can be found on battlefields after the slaughter and in grave-
yards, where they dig up fresh corpses to eat.

Ghoul can be creepy dandies, intelligent, articulate, erudite, well
dressed, and yet—dead, and hungry for human flesh.

When hit by a ghoul, save vs. paralysis or drop whatever you’re
holding, collapse and be unable to move for 1 h. Whenever possible,
a paralyzed victim will be carried away into the darkness by one of
the ghouls while the others continue fighting. The next round, the The round after paralyzing a vic-

tim, the ghoul retreats, dragging its
victim along instead of attacking. If
not stopped, the ghoul will kill the
helpless victim in the following round.

paralyzed victim is killed and the feasting begins.

HD 2 AC 6 1d4/1d4/1d4 + paralysis F2 MV 9 ML 9 XP 200; aura of
fear and limited shape shift at will

Spells: They cast spells and can teach them to you, for a price.
Aura of fear (1st circle) allows you to focus on one person within

30 ft and cause such fear that they have to save vs. spells or turn
and flee in a random direction away from you for as many rounds
as you have levels (ghouls: 2).

Paralysis (2nd circle) allows you to focus on one person within
30 ft and cause such fear that they have to save vs. paralysis or be
unable to move for 1 h as they experience death, burial or the pyre,
worms gnawing at their bones, flames eating their face and the
crushing weight of the earth. A paralyzed person drops everything
it is holding and collapse.

Limited shape shift (3rd circle) allows you to change into the an-
imal you feel most connected to (and no other). Ghouls turn into
hyenas in order to move undetected from place to place.

Numbers: 2d8.
Names: Tooth, Hunger, Thirst, Dead, Stench.
Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 20% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 20% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% for a magic item. The dead Average value: 1890 gp.

they have eaten might have owned a few things.
Terrain: caves, deserts, ruins, savannas.
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Giant

The current gods and demon lords did not inherit the world. They
took it from their predecessors, the giants, titans and jötunar of old.
The giants are much diminished, now. Much of their magic has
been spent in these struggles long ago, fighting the lords of fire, air
and water, the afarit, jinn and marid.

The hill giants have lost all their powers of creation. Their size is
all they have left: they are about twice as tall as a human. They live
in remote areas, unconcerned with the world of other people, trying
to stay out of their wars, raising sheep and keeping to themselves.

Sometimes hill giants are exposed to Earth Blood when as they
stumble around in caves. Survivors occasionally turn into ettins.

HD 8 AC 4 2d6 F8 MV 12 ML 8 XP 800

All the other giants are larger: they are about thrice as tall as a
human, maybe more—but certainly no longer as big as a mountain,
a volcano or a glacier. The larger giants can throw stones doing 3d6

damage for over 200 ft.
The stone giants live in remote mountains, making sure the

passes remain closed.

HD 9 AC 4 3d6 or 3d6 ranged F9 MV 12 ML 9 XP 900; stone shape and
control weather at will

The frost giants live in Jötunheim, a realm of snow storms and
glaciers. Entrances to their gargantuan palaces of ice and darkness
can sometimes be found even further up, under towering glaciers
and on mountain tops.

HD 10+1 AC 4 4d6 or 3d6 ranged F10 MV 12 ML 9 XP 1000; stone
shape and control weather at will

The noblest of them all are the fire giants. They live in Muspel-
heim, an underground realm of lava lakes and fire. Sometimes their
underground lairs and strongholds can be reached by descending
into volcanoes. There, they forge the flaming swords and enchanted
suits of armor for the armies down below.

HD 11+1 AC 4 5d6 or 3d6 ranged F11 MV 12 ML 9 XP 1100

Spells: Both stone and frost giants cast spells and can teach them
to you, for a price.

Stone shape (5th circle) allows you to shape earth and stone with
your hands for 30 min, allowing you to dig tunnels for 10 ft/min for
a total of 300 ft.

Control weather (5th circle) allows you to change the weather for
the next 24 h.

Numbers: 1d4.
Names: Sea, Harm, Hill, Mountain, Ice, Rime, Nightmare, Lava,

Flame. If you want Norse names, check out
the list of jötnar in Norse mythology.
It includes names such as Angrboda,
Fárbauti, Gangr, Hrafn, Thrymr, Ymir.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_j%C3%B6tnar_in_Norse_mythology
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Treasure: 50% for 2d6×1000 sp, 50% for 1d10×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 3d6 jewelry. 30% each for
three magic items. Their strongholds sometimes have great hoards Average value: 8012 gp.

of treasure.
Terrain: caves, fire, mountains.

Gnoll

Gnolls are hyena-people living in a matriarchal society. They have
powerful jaws and they are tenacious hunters and strong fighters,
armed with falchions or spiked clubs, composite bows, and wearing
a segmented cuirass.

Some gnolls seem to think that they have much in common with
ghouls: they both eat people. But then ghouls like to shape shift into
hyenas. That is why some gnolls fear that their hyenas might be
ghouls. It’s a difficult relationship.

HD 2+1 AC 5 1d10 F2 MV 9 ML 8 XP 200

Numbers: 3d6. They live in small clans, accompanied by 1d10-2
hyenas (possibly none).

Names: Crusher, Marrow, Bloody, Happy, Hungry, Eater.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. They live as Average value: 1164 gp.

wandering mercenaries and bandits without owning much. Any-
thing gained is quickly spent.

Terrain: mountains, savannas, swamps.
Player characters: gnolls gain levels like fighters; their minimum

strength is 9; 6
th level is their maximum—they’ll never be “a cap-

tain of a small army” (see People).

Gnome

Gnomes are small Earth faeries, maybe two or three feet tall. They
all have white hair, a white beard and a tall red hat that adds at
least a foot in height. These gnomes are not related to murderous
dwarves wearing red caps! Gnome women appear not to exist. All
couples are formed by two bearded, white haired gnomes. When
asked about their children, they’ll say that they “found” them deep
underground.

Gnomes are known for the ease with which they dig tunnels and
their love for gems. Their underground realms are always lavishly
decorated. Human miners are their worst enemies. Once a gnome
realm is discovered, it will attract a hundred desperadoes look-
ing for riches. Sometimes the gnomes manage to prevent this by
causing cave-ins and elevator failures as soon as they fear discovery.

All gnomes love animals and speak their language.

HD 1 AC 5 1d6 F1 MV 6 ML 8 XP 100; speak with animals, stone talk
and earth swim at will
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Spells: Gnomes cast spells and can teach them to you, for a
price.

Speak with animals (1st circle) allows you to speak with all the
animals for 20 min.

Stone talk (2nd circle) allows you to speak with all the animals for
20 min.

Earth swim (4th circle) allows you to glide through the earth like a
fish through water for 2 h. If the spell ends and you are not back on
the surface, you slowly suffocate underground, immobilized, and
nobody hears you scream.

Numbers: a clan with 5d8 miners, led by a gnome with 5 HD
and accompanied by 1d6-1 giant badgers (possibly none).

Names: Joyful, Sitting, Diamond Love, Emerald Ring, Happy
Happy, Lore Beard, Gift Giver.

Treasure: 50% for 2d6×1000 sp, 50% for 1d10×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 3d6 jewelry. 30% each for
three magic items. They love gems. Average value: 8012 gp.

Terrain: caves, forests.
Player Characters: gnomes have a level limit of 6; in all other

aspects they are like halflings.

Goat, Giant

Goats are the favorite mounts of dwarves. These “giant” goats
aren’t really large enough to carry humans. Goats are impressive
climbers which makes them ideal for mountainous terrain. At the
beginning of a fight, they attempt to ram their victims for double
damage.

HD 3 AC 7 1d6 F2 MV 15 ML 7 XP 300; can charge into a fight for
double damage

Number: 3d6 goats and as many dwarves.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: mountains.

Goblin

Goblins are small creatures of the night and they can see in the
dark. They sometimes try to pass themselves off as halflings. They
are easily blinded by sunlight and prefer large hats, leather masks
or goggles when moving around on the surface, however. Goblins
have no gender. They simply crawl out of warm, underground
mudpits. The legend of Bullwrangler says that this halfling hero
drowned in a mudpit and that Earth Blood keeps creating copies of
Bullwrangler. Depending on who is telling the story, these copies
are either corrupted or much improved, of course.

Goblins love animals, specially the giant and monstrous varieties.
They are able to use them as mounts. This combines goblin intelli-
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gence with giant animal strength. And there will always be enough
goblins to replace a few fallen riders.

HD 1-1 AC 6 1d6 F1 MV 6 ML 7 XP 100

Numbers: 6d10, sometimes in the company of 2d6 giant ani-
mals. Roll 1d6: 1 = no giant animals, 2–3 = giant wolves, 4 = giant
weasels, 5 = giant spiders, 6 = giant beetles.

Names: Death Rider, Man Killer, Eye Poker, Wolf King, Beetle
Basher, The Impaler.

Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. They are not Average value: 1164 gp.

powerful enough to amass much treasure.
Terrain: caves, forests, swamps.
Player Characters: goblins have a level limit of 6; they can see in

the dark; in all other aspects they are like halflings.

Golem

Golems are creatures created by powerful magic-users using the
spell artificial life. Since they are close to animated objects, they are
immune to arrows, immune to poison and immune to most spells:
they still stumble on a slippery slope and they still burn if they are
made of straw or wood, so some adjudication is required.

All golems are large and strong. They often act as sleepless
guardians, tireless porters and fearless protectors. And since they
don’t die, they keep following the orders of their long dead mas-
ters.

Straw: HD 1 AC 9 1d6 F2 MV 12 ML 12 XP 100

Wood: HD 2 AC 7 1d8 F4 MV 12 ML 12 XP 200

Clay: HD 3 AC 6 1d10 F6 MV 12 ML 12 XP 300

Flesh: HD 5 AC 5 2d6 F10 MV 12 ML 12 XP 500

Bone: HD 8 AC 2 1d6/1d6/1d6/1d6 F16 MV 12 ML 12 XP 800

Stone: HD 9 AC 1 3d6 F18 MV 12 ML 12 XP 900

Bronze: HD 10 AC 0 3d10 F20 MV 12 ML 12 XP 1000; splashes
Iron: HD 11 AC -1 2d6/2d6 F20 MV 12 ML 12 XP 1100; gas

When dealing damage to a bronze golem with a melee weapon,
save vs. death or suffer 2d6 damage from molten metal splashes.
Iron golems can produce gas 3×/day. Anybody within 10 ft must
save vs. death or be affected. A guardian golem produces sleeping
gas whereas a war golem produces deadly poison gas.

Spells: Artifical life (3rd circle) imbues matter with a life of its
own, creating a golem. The HD of such a golem is limited by the
material used and its creator’s level minus 1. A golem needs no
rest, no food, no water and no friends. It does not sicken or die
unless destroyed. Golems do not speak and they are a bit dim.
They don’t use interesting tactics, they can’t cast spells and they
don’t use ranged weapons, but they defend their creator at all costs,
taking any blows aimed at them, if possible. Owning a golem uses
a retainer slot or it malfunctions and gains independence. You need
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gems worth at least 100 gp to bind the magical energies. Spending
more just creates a better looking golem.

Numbers: 1.
Ingredients: Power crystals can sometimes be recovered. 2d6

gems. Average value: 1232 gp.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves.

Gorgon

It looks a bit like a Takin.

The gorgon looks like a sad bull with drooping eyes and shaggy
hair. Its size makes it easy to hit but hard to kill. The gorgon ex-
hales a deadly poison and anybody within 30 ft must save vs. poi-
son or die. When enraged, it charges any survivors with its horns
for double damage.

HD 8 AC 7 2d6 F8 MV 12 ML 8 XP 800; poison breath; charge

Gorgons are manifestations of a curse placed upon a location.
A demon lord might curse a temple with a gorgon guardian, for
example. Unless the curse is broken, the gorgon cannot be truly
killed. Any random bovine animal approaching the location is
struck by the curse and turn into the next gorgon.

Numbers: 1.
Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. These are the belongings of all the dead that tried Average value: 5017 gp.

to kill it.
Terrain: mountains, savannas, swamps.

Halfling

Halflings are small, rural folk, maybe 4 ft tall, just like dwarves,
except they aren’t as endowed with magic and not as strongly
tied to the underworld, nor as hairy. Halflings are known for their

Need character portraits for halflings?
Check out the online face generator. I
use women for my halflings to ensure
that they are beardless.

pastoral lifestyle and their lack of ambition, but every now and
then some of them break the mold and roam the world as mean
assassins and worse.

Halflings can blend into their surroundings like the meanest
bugbears They surprise you on 1–5 in 6. In addition to that, they

Halfling armor does not fit any other
species.

get +1 to ranged attacks and they get an AC bonus of -2 when
fighting giants.

HD 1 HP 1d6 AC 7 1d6 H1 MV 9 ML 7 XP 100

Numbers: small villages of 5d8 halflings, including their leader
with level 1d6+1.

Names: Berylla, Isumbras, Lalia, Mentha, Seredic, Tobald. If you want hobbit names, check out
the list of hobbits, on Wikipedia.Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 30% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a
magic item. These are simple folks. They don’t like to show off. Average value: 1934 gp.
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Their leader may own more magic items: 5% per level per item
type.

Terrain: forests.

Harpy

A harpy is half woman, half vulture, cursed with a hunger for
human flesh and blessed with a hauntingly beautiful singing voice.
When you hear them sing, save vs. spells or be charmed for a day.
Harpies keep people alive to keep them warm, to kiss them, and
finally to mate. At the first sign of impertinence, however, they lose
their temper and devour their “pet”.

HD 3 AC 7 1d4/1d4/1d6 F6 MV 15 ML 7 XP 300; charm person

Spells: The songs they sing are a special ability of harpies and
cannot be taught. But these songs might be studied in order to
research similar spells.

Fascination (2nd circle) distracts anybody who can hear the
caster’s voice, preventing them from acting until they hear or see
something ominous such as a weapon being drawn or another spell
being cast. The target is granted a saving throw vs. spells. Once the As any drawing of weapons breaks

the spell, it only makes sense to use
it against a small group of targets
that will all fail their save, unlike the
true harpy song which is not as easily
dispelled.

caster stops talking or singing, it takes a few seconds for people to
return to reality.

Numbers: 2d4. Harpies keep each other company in misery.
Names: Bones, Marrow, Sweetness, Hunger, Pain.
Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. These are all the belongings of they men the Average value: 5017 gp.

harpies lured to their death.
Terrain: forests, jungles, mountains, ruins.

Hellhound

Hellhounds are the intelligent fire wolves of Muspelheim. There,
they are often kept as pets by fire giants. They burn with an in-
ternal fire. When they attack, there is a 2 in 6 chance that instead
of biting they breathe fire for 5d6 damage. Save vs. spells for half.
They are themselves immune to fire. Hellhounds make excellent
guards for all sorts of evil overlords because they can see invisible.

HD 5 AC 4 1d6 F5 MV 12 ML 9 XP 500; fire; see invisible

Numbers: 2d4. Hellhounds roam around in packs.
Names: Jaws, Teeth, Bite, Death, Night.
Treasure: None. Hellhounds often indicate the presence of some-

thing worth guarding. But usually it’s not theirs. They are being
used a supernatural guard dogs.

Winter Wolves are the intelligent ice wolves of Jötunheim. In-
stead of serving fire giants, they serve frost giants, and instead of
breathing fire they breathe an equivalent cloud of ice and snow.
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They themselves are of course immune to cold. Just like Hell-
hounds, Winter Wolves can see invisible.

Terrain: caves, fire.

Hobgoblin

Hobgoblins are as large as humans and have very little in common
with goblins. They are proud, fierce, organized, martial, expansion-
ist—always trying to crush their neighbors, their legions propping
up this emperor or that god king. What little they have in common
with goblins is this: they can see in the dark and thus they like
to move their armies in total darkness. They also have no gender.
They simply crawl out of sulfurous mudpits.

HD 1+1 AC 6 1d8 F1 MV 9 ML 8 XP 100

Numbers: a war party of 4d6, led by a captain with 3+1 HD and
accompanied by 1d6-1 giant apes (possibly none).

Names: Daggerheart, Wolfson, Fifth, Blondie, Impaler, Bridge-
burner.

Treasure: 40% for 2d6×1000 sp, 40% for 2d6×1000 gp, 40% for 2d6

gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a magic item. Sometimes they Average value: 3940 gp.

carry the pay for their armies.
Terrain: caves, forests, ruins, swamps.
Player Characters: Hobgoblins have a level limit of 6; they can

see in the dark; in all other aspects they are like fighters.
Legions: Unless you want a long campaign arc involving a hob-

goblin war, you probably don’t want to introduce a legion of 5000

hobgoblins into your region. If you do, they also like to employ 2d6

manticores.

Horse

Horses are the favorite mounts of humans. From steppe warriors
armed with bows to armored knights with lances, they all use
horses for mobility. Over many days, traveling by horse is more
comfortable than moving on foot, but in general it’s not much faster
than marching on foot unless you can change horses along the way.
They need time to cool down, to recover, to eat and to digest.

In large battles, cavalry is deadliest when the enemy is fleeing.
It’s hard to force a horse to charge armed lines of soldiers.

When attacking people on foot from horseback, you need a long
weapon like a spear or a long sword, or a short bow. Once you’re in
melee, the horse will also attack with its hooves.

A trained war horse can wear barding, reducing it’s AC to 5.

HD 2 AC 7 1d4/1d4 F1 MV 24 ML 7 XP 200

Number: 1d10×10 wild horses.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: savannas.
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Human

We are mostly 5 to 6 ft tall. Humans met in the wild can be farmers
near a village, merchants on the road, or bandits and pirates. Most As for pirates: avoid ship combat.

All of the maneuvering, the firing of
cannons, it’s not as exciting as melee.
Have people cast as many spells as
they want, then ships crash into each
other, one side boards the other and
melee ensues.

are armed with cheap weapons and armor: clubs, spears, slings,
helmets, shields. Better armor is reserved for professional soldiers
and mercenaries.

HD 1 AC 8 1d6 F1 MV 12 ML 7 XP 100

One common slur used by orcs and lizard people is to call us
“monkey people”. They all call themselves “human” in their own
language, naturally, and so when they see us, they think we look
like them except that we seem to have monkey heads.

Numbers: groups of 1d4×10 led by (roll 1d6) a fighter (1–2),
magic user (3–4) or thief (5–6) with level 1d8+1 accompanied by
1d8-1 war dogs (possibly none). When encountered in deserts,
these people have camels with them; in the savanna or other open
lands, these people have horses with them. Use horse stats in either
case. One mount per person, at least.

Names: Aaron, Berta, Claudius, Dagmar, Elena, Ferdinand,
Gertrude, Hannibal, Isolde, Justinian.

Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 30% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a
magic item. This is plunder, tribute or taxes on the way to a larger Average value: 1934 gp.

settlement. Their leader may own more magic items: 5% per level
per item type.

Terrain: deserts, forests, jungles, mountains, ruins, savannas.
Stronghold: A human stronghold has 5d6×10 humans and is

ruled by (roll 1d6) a local warlord (1–3) or sorcerer (1–3), i.e. a
fighter or magic-user of level 9, as well as their subordinate (a
magic-user or fighter of level 7) and two aides (a magic-user and
a fighter of level 5). Multiply treasure found by 10.

Hydra

Hydras are multi-headed classical guardians of entrances to the
underworld, much like the chimera. They are about as big as rhino,
four legged and flightless, with multiple snake or dragon heads.
Roll 1d8+4 to determine the number of heads. Each head is worth
one HD (in terms of to-hit), 8hp and one bite dealing 1d10. For ev-
ery 8hp lost, a head is lost. For every head lost two new heads will
grow back the next round with 8hp each, increasing the hydra’s
ferocity. A hydra can have up to twelve heads unless the wounds
are cauterized using ice or fire, e.g. a flaming or freezing weapon is
used, or somebody else hits the hydra with a burning torch when-
ever a head is chopped off. A torch cauterizes the wound without
dealing additional damage.

A hydra can breathe fire 3×/day. Like dragon fire, it deals as
much damage as the hydra has hit points, save vs. dragon breath
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for half damage. Its blood is poisonous: cutting off one of its heads
with a melee weapon exposes the attacker to its cursed poison, save
vs. poison or die. Dipping arrows or other weapons in the hydra’s
blood will poison them: the next time they deal damage, the victim
must save vs. poison or die. The hydra itself is immune to fire and
poison.

HD 1 per head (8hp per head) AC 5 1d10 per head MV 12 ML 9 XP is
HD × 100; regrowing heads (up to 12); fire breath; poisonous blood;
save as fighter of the same level as number of heads

Number: 1.
Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. These are the belongings of past trespassers. Average value: 5017 gp.

Terrain: caves, fire.

Ifrit

The afarit are lords of fire. They glow red like burning coal when
angry and they seem to be always angry.

HD 10 AC 3 2d8 + 1d8 fire F20 MV 24 ML 12 XP 1000; illusion, per-
manent living flame, invisibility, wall of fire and creation at will; magic
required to hit

An ifrit can be summoned from Muspelheim using the spell
summoning a lord of fire (4th circle). When first cast, it creates a link
between the caster and a random ifrit. Subsequent castings will In Arabic, afarit is the plural and ifrit

is the singular.keep summoning the same ifrit until one of you dies. Sorcerer kings
of old have sometimes used entrapment of ethereal bodies (5th circle)
to transfer that bond to an objects in order to imprison the afarit.
Some of these prison rings, lamps and jars still survive. Don’t for-
get to make a reaction check when freeing such an ifrit!

A typical ifrit prison object has a minuscule gate to a demiplane
inside it. If you can pass through the tiny opening, you too can
enter this hidden palace. If somebody plugs the hole while you’re
inside, though—you know the feeling! That’s why an ifrit is usually
loath to reenter it once freed.

Spells: They cast spells and can teach them to you, for a price.
The illusion and wall of fire cast by an ifrit require no concentration
to uphold.

Illusion (2nd circle) allows you to create and maintain an illusion
as large as a house for as long as you concentrate on it. Anybody
touching it may save vs. spells in order to see through the illusion.
An illusion attacks like the caster but always has an AC of 9. Illu-
sionary damage will affect you as long as you believe it until you
faint.

Invisibility (2nd circle) makes you invisible until you attack a
living creature

Wall of fire (4th circle) allows you to create a wall of fire that can-
not be crossed by any creature with 4 HD or less. When crossed, the
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wall inflicts 1d6 fire damage. The wall is 10 ft high and up to 200 ft
long. This is enough for a circle with 30 ft radius.

Creation (5th circle) is like making a wish: use it to create or de-
stroy inanimate matter as big as a ship. This takes 10 min. The
creation is powered by elemental fire. Using it to generate a ship
of gold will work but it attracts other elemental creatures trying to
right the imbalance: jinn, ghouls or marid, for example.

Numbers: 1. Typically somebody has summoned it, or bound it
to an object and what you’re actually finding is the object itself.

Names: Slow Burning Anger, Consuming Flame of Hate, Death
of Eleven Cities, Destroy and Rebuild.

Treasure: None. Or whatever you can force it to create for you.
Terrain: caves, fire.
City of Brass: This is the fabled city of the afarit and fire giants.

Here, they rule and trade in weapons and slaves, worshipping the
demon lord of fire, Surtr.

Invisible Stalker

Invisible stalkers are spirits of madness and murder in Vanaheim.
They can be summoned and bound to a task using the spell invisible
stalker (5th circle). An invisible stalker pursues this task until it suc-
ceeds or dies trying. Needless to say, they are filled with hate and
resentment and would turn on their master at the first opportunity.

The invisible stalker is not actually invisible. They are simply
transparent enough to surprise their foes on 1–5 in 6.

HD 8 AC 3 2d8 F8 MV 12 ML 12 XP 800; surprise

Number: 1.
Names: Hate, Death, Pain, Stab, Maim, Maul.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: none—if a magic user is out to kill you, an invisible

stalker might show up wherever you are, every single night.

Jinni

The jinn are lords of air. They are blue like a summery sky when
cheerful but can grow black as night with fury when wronged.

HD 7+1 AC 5 2d8 F14 MV 24 ML 12 XP 700; illusion, invisibility,
gaseous form, whirlwind and creation at will; magic required to hit

A jinni can be summoned from Vanaheim using the spell sum-
moning of an aerial lord (4th circle). When first cast, it creates a
link between the caster and a random jinni. Subsequent castings In Arabic, jinn is the plural and jinni is

the singular.will keep summoning the same jinni until one of you dies. Sor-
cerer kings of old have sometimes used entrapment of ethereal bodies
(5th circle) to transfer that bond to an object in order to imprison a
jinni. Some of these prison rings, lamps and jars still survive. Don’t
forget to make a reaction check when freeing such a jinni!
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A typical jinn prison object has a minuscule gate to a demiplane
inside it. If you can pass through the tiny opening, you too can
enter this hidden palace. If somebody plugs the hole while you’re
inside, though—you know the feeling! That’s why a jinni is usually
loath to reenter it once freed.

Spells: They have the natural ability to cast spells and can teach
them to you, for a price.

Illusion (2nd circle) allows you to create and maintain an illusion
as large as a house for as long as you concentrate on it. Anybody
touching it may save vs. spells in order to see through the illusion.
An illusion attacks like the caster but always has an AC of 9. Il-
lusionary damage affect you as long as you believe it or until you
faint.

Invisibility (2nd circle) makes you invisible until you attack a
living creature.

Gaseous form (3rd circle) makes you malleable and gas-like so that
you may pass through anything that is not airtight. It also makes
you invulnerable to non-magical weapons.

Whirlwind (4th circle) transform you into a little whirlwind, rip-
ping sails, destroying tents and dealing 2d6 to anybody in melee
with you. When you take damage, save vs. death or be flung back
for a few yards.

Creation (5th circle) is like making a wish: use it to create or de-
stroy inanimate matter as big as a ship. This takes 10 min. The
creation is powered by elemental air. Using it to generate a ship of
gold will work but it attracts other elemental creatures trying to
right the imbalance: afarit, ghouls or marid, for example.

Numbers: 1. Typically somebody has summoned it, or bound it
to an object and what you’re actually finding is the object itself.

Names: Builder of the Seven Towers, White Beard of Wisdom,
Eye of the Storm, Master of the Seven Winds.

Treasure: None. Or whatever you can force it to create for you.
Terrain: air, caves.

Kappa

The kappa are turtle people. They live in lakes and in the sea, pro-
tected by a thick shell, slow to move unless angered. Once they
have taken damage, they have two attacks per round. They cannot
attack a polite person and always returns politeness with politeness.

HD 3 AC 2 1d8 F3 MV 6 ML 8 XP 300; two attacks when damaged

Numbers: 2d4. The underwater lair of kappas and is usually
protected 1d8 giant fish.

Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. The accu- Average value: 1164 gp.

mulated trinkets of pilgrims and peasants can be found in their
underwater lairs.

Terrain: water.
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Lizard, Giant

Giant lizards and their relatives (geckos, raptors) are used as
mounts by many swamp and jungle dwellers such as lizard peo-
ple. They do not carry heavy loads and they don’t do well in the
cold, but they can sprint, fight and swim. When found without
their animal trainers, these creatures can be very dangerous.

HD 4 AC 5 1d10 F3 MV 12 ML 7 XP 400

Numbers: 1d8.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves, deserts, jungles, ruins, savannas, swamps.

Lizard, People

Lizard people are about as tall as humans, proud of their ancient
culture, story tellers and poets, and maybe a bit out of touch with
the latest developments. They may have been the first to discover
Earth Blood at the dawn of time, but they never did much with it.
A few rituals here and there, a terrible snake empire or two, and yet
they still wield their simple weapons made of sticks and sharpened
stones, their ways unchanged, their songs untouched.

HD 2+1 AC 5 1d8 F2 MV 12 ML 7 XP 200

Numbers: small tribes of 6d6 including a leader with 1d4+2 hit
dice, accompanied by 1d6-1 giant wasps or giant lizards (possibly
none).

Names: Son of Set, Egg Mother, Forked Tongue, Nest Builder,
Poet Heart.

Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 30% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a
magic item. Could be from trade, could be ancient temples. They’re Average value: 1934 gp.

just not too good at keeping it. Their leader may own more magic
items: 5% per level per item type.

Terrain: deserts, jungles, ruins, savannas, swamps.

Lycanthrope

Lycanthropy is a powerful disease. It turns ordinary humans into
werewolves—and the full moon turns them into bloodthirsty beasts.

Lycanthrope and werewolf both
translate to man-wolf, according to
Wikipedia: Old English: wer, “man”,
and Greek: lykos, “wolf”, anthropos,
“human”.

Their body changes into a bestial half human, half wolf, with long
claws, a terrible jaw, and it fills their minds with lust for blood.
The victims do not remember their acts of murder and try to hide
evidence of their rampage: torn clothes, dead bodies, broken doors
and an unbelievable amount of blood. After a few months, the
victims that managed to remain hidden and avoided a lynching
learn to accept their true nature and leave human societies to live
amongst their new kin. They forget about their human lives and
shapes, eventually.
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In their bestial shape, they can only be harmed by magic or
silver weapons. Their howls will call wolves from nearby forests.
These wolves arrive within ten minutes. They cannot stand the
touch of wolfbane—a toxic flower that can be bought from old
people at markets but which wilts within a few days. Seeing it
forces a morale check and getting hit by it forces them to flee.

HD 4 AC 5 1d10 F4 MV 18 ML 8 XP 400; requires magic or silver to
hit; call wolves

Any human killed by a werewolf does not actually die. Instead, This applies only to humans! This is
also why villagers are suspicious of
anybody spending a few days in the
forest. Who knows, maybe they caught
the disease? They will be watched
anxiously for scars and torn clothes.

they recover within a day or two, and on the next night of the full
moon, they’ll turn into a werewolf.

Numbers: 2d6, but there will always be another 2d6 wolves in
the vicinity.

Names: Konrad, Lilly, Marcus, Nora, Oliver, Pentesilea, Quinton.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. Monthly Average value: 1164 gp.

bloodlust and insanity does not result in much treasure.
Terrain: forests, ruins.
Many similar diseases exists: wererats rule the sewers of big

cities, werebears keep dark forests safe, wereboars take over remote
mills, werecats terrorize remote villages, and so on. Use the same
stats for all of them, but instead of calling wolves, these call their
appropriate kin instead.

Manticore

Manticores are bitter old men that turned into monsters: haters
are going to hate and the most bitter haters are transformed into
lion-like creatures with dragon wings and a spiked tail. Manticores
keep their old, bearded human faces but the hair grows wild and
the jaws grow stronger. These bitter old men just keep on hating:
they hate the spikes regrowing like shark teeth, they hate their old
towers fallen to ruin, they hate the villagers, they hate pilgrims,
they hate everybody. And now they have the body act upon it.

They can let fly up to six spikes per round, shooting them at
anybody within 60 ft. They have 24 spikes and thus they can keep
this up for four rounds.

HD 6+1 AC 4 1d6/1d6/1d10 or spikes F6 MV 18 ML 9 XP 600

Numbers: 1. They are sometimes found in the company of a
hobgoblin army.

Names: Old Man Pain, Old Man Greed, Old Spite, Lord Envy,
Grandfather Hate, Avarice.

Treasure: 40% for 2d6×1000 sp, 40% for 2d6×1000 gp, 40% for
2d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a magic item. Whoever Average value: 3940 gp.

travels alone is their prey: villagers or witches, pilgrims or traveling
knights.

Terrain: forests, ruins.
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Marid

The marid are lords of water, the personifications of floods, tsunamis
and avalanches. They are black like the darkest ocean and their
presence dims all light like an approaching storm.

HD 12 AC 1 3d6 F20 MV 24 ML 12 XP 1200; water, fog, rain, flood and
destruction at will; magic required to hit

A marid can be summoned from Niflheim using the spell sum-
moning a lord of water (5th circle). When first cast, it creates a link
between the caster and a random marid. Subsequent castings sum-
mon the same marid until one of you dies. Sorcerer kings of old
have sometimes used entrapment of ethereal bodies (5th circle) to trans-
fer that bond to an objects in order to imprison the marid. Some of
these prison rings, lamps and jars still survive. Don’t forget to make
a reaction check when freeing such a marid!

A typical marid prison object has a minuscule gate to a watery
demiplane inside it. If you can pass through the tiny opening and
if you can breath underwater, you too can enter this hidden palace.
If somebody plugs the hole while you’re inside, though—you know
the feeling! That’s why an marid is usually loath to reenter it once
freed.

Spells: They have the natural ability to cast spells and can teach
them to you, for a price. The weather changes brought about by a
marid last for several days without a renewal being required.

Water (1st circle) creates a natural water source where clean
drinking water can be had for 1 h/level.

Fog (2st circle) summons forth a supernatural fog that spreads
in all directions for 1 h/level, limiting sight to a few feet. Within
the fog, ranged attacks and all spells that require a visible target
are therefore limited to a range of but a few feet. This also works
underground and within buildings.

Rain (3rd circle) summons forth a rain cloud that spreads in all
directions. This only works outside. The heavy rain soon turns the
ground to mud. All stones are slippery, all rivers are swollen, are
fords impassable, travel comes to a standstill. The rain lasts for
1 h/level and the mud takes as many days to dry up.

Flood (4th circle) results in supernatural swell in a nearby body
of water. A lake, a river, an ocean, anything large enough that can
only be crossed with difficulty is good enough. Such a flood tears
down any wooden structures: houses, palisades, bridges, they are
all swept away, dams break, rivers overflow, flatlands are drowned.
Anything standing on its legs eventually gets swept away and if
you can’t swim, save vs. death once per round or die. You can’t
swim in metal armour. A flood is swiftest next to its source, but as
the water spreads out the flood is slowed. Then again, if the flood is
sent down a small valley, the water races downhill until it runs into
a bigger body of water. The water flows continue for 1 h/level.

Destruction (5th circle) is an undoing of creation. A blast of rain,
snow, hail from a rip in structure of the universe will flatten any
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building within minutes and kill any creature within it unless
it saves vs. death. The roiling clouds, the earth tremors and the
electrical discharges around the rip will continue for hours but
the destruction itself is wrought instantaneously. The use of such
strong magic, this tampering with the very framework of reality, at-
tracts other elemental creatures trying to right the imbalance: afarit,
ghouls or jinn, for example.

Numbers: 1. Typically somebody has summoned it, or bound it
to an object and what you’re actually finding is the object itself.

Names: Tyranny of Water, Flood at the End of Times, Drowning
of a Million Souls, Slow Suffocation, Eels Eating Your Eyes.

Treasure: None. Or whatever you can force it to create for you.
Terrain: caves.

Medusa

Medusas are creatures cursed by a desperate need for love and yet
their looks cause bitter death: anybody seeing the living snakes in
their hair must save vs. petrification or turn to stone. Blind fighting
or using a mirror to fight incurs the usual penalty of -4 to hit.

Approaching a medusa also allows the snakes on her head to
attack. Their bite is poisonous and leads to death in 10 min.

Note that there is no known way to turn petrified creatures back
to flesh. And worse: since petrified victims are not really dead, That’s because this game is limited to

spells up to the 5
th circle. Everything

else is divine intervention.
their soul remain imprisoned in their stone bodies for all eternity.
Some scholars speculate that grinding these statues to dust and
washing them away into the sea, or letting the acid and rain erode
it away to nothingness is the only way to free those imprisoned
souls.

HD 4 AC 8 1d6 or poison F6 MV 9 ML 8 XP 400; petrification

Numbers: 1. Sometimes giant scorpions can be found nearby.
Names: Agace, Iolente, Mireille, Shambleau, Tisbe, Ysmaine.
Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. These are the treasures of the men and women Average value: 5017 gp.

she charmed and killed.
Terrain: deserts, ruins.

Minotaur

Minotaurs are cow people. They are broad and strong, with great
horns and beautiful eyes. If they remain in an area for a few days,
a mental maze slowly starts to form around them. Once they stay for
many weeks, a hedge maze will start to grow. And finally, after a few
years, a stone maze starts to grow. This is a permanent effect and the
only way to avoid it is to always keep on the move.

HD 6 AC 6 2d6 F6 MV 12 ML 11 XP 600
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Spells: The creation of mazes being a special ability of mino-
taurs they cannot be taught. But they might be studied in order to
research such spells.

Mental Maze (3rd circle) acts as a confusing area effect extend-
ing 300 ft in all directions. Anybody entering the area must save
vs. spells or soon leave it again, not having found what they were
looking for.

Hedge Maze (4th circle) grows plants until they create a physical
maze extending 300 ft in all directions after 1 h. The hedge remains
and cannot be dispelled. If the magic is dispelled, the hedge slowly
withers and dies over the coming week. The thorny walls are 20 ft
high and difficult to burn and hard to cross. It’s much easier to
search the maze, given that there is always a way to reach its centre.

Stone Maze (5th circle) raises a stone maze from the ground ex-
tending 300 ft in all directions after 10 min. These stones will re-
main and cannot be dispelled. The stone walls are 30 ft high.

Numbers: 1d8.
Names: Silence, Calm, Patience, Rage, Axe, Gore.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. This is the Average value: 1164 gp.

plunder of their roving years, if any.
Terrain: caves, mountains.

Mummy

Mummies are ancient sorcerer kings which their descendants saw
fit to preserve for their knowledge and wisdom. But after a hun-
dred years or more their dynasty has failed, their descendants are
dead, but they are still around, their opinion not wanted, their ad-
vice not heeded, their tombs no longer guarded. Some of them
might still welcome visitors from the dark recesses of their burial
chambers, offering ancient advice and knowledge, but most are
simply filled with cold hate, robbed of their spell casting powers of
old, fallen from grace, preserved for an eternal afterlife that never
came.

Anybody who sees them must save vs. paralysis or be held. This
hold disappears if the victim can no longer see the mummy or if
the mummy attacks anybody. Mummies holding their victims will Blind fighting incurs a -4 penalty.

leave the killing to the rest of their family or other undead minions
unaffected by their power.

HD 5+1 AC 6 1d12 F6 MV 6 ML 12 XP 500; hold; only harmed by
magic or magic weapons; always fail their save vs. spells against fire
spells; unaffected by sleep, charm, and other such mind affecting spells

Spells: The only power that they managed to hold on to was to
bedazzle and terrorize the living.

Hold (4th circle) forces anybody seeing you within 60 ft to save
vs. paralysis or be unable to move, experiencing a cold hand
squeezing their heart and the shrivelling of their eyes, their tongue,
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their intestines. A held person will not drop anything and remain
standing, staring at you in utter fear. Attacking anybody or leaving
the victims’ field of vision ends the hold.

Numbers: 1d8. A tomb usually holds multiple mummies of a
ruling dynasty. Often found in the company of zombies.

Names: Beauty of the Stars, Light of Heaven, Sky Lord, Horse
Lord, Chariot Empress, Lord of the River.

Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 20% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 20% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% for a magic item. These are Average value: 1890 gp.

the riches they were buried with – unless their tomb has already
been plundered.

Terrain: caves.

Myconid

Myconids are fungus people with a giant brain whose psychic
powers can overwhelm others: read their thoughts, control their
will, lift their bodies.

HD 3 AC 8 - F3 MV 6 ML 7 XP 300; read a mind within 60 ft (save
vs. spells to avoid); silent message up to 300 ft; dominate person (save
vs. spells to avoid); knockout person (save vs. spells to avoid); gravity
control (3d6 damage, save vs. spells to avoid)

Numbers: 3d6. A fairy ring of myconids is a family of siblings.
Names: the red one, the brown one, the speckled one, the grumpy

one, the slow one.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. Sometimes Average value: 1164 gp.

bandits or knights straying into their midst might have brought
something valuable, but they don’t care.

Terrain: caves, forests.

Naga

These magical snakes are old weapons of the snake people from the
old wars against the mammals, guardian spirits of the deep earth.
They are usually found in old temples and crypts long forgotten
by anybody except for a mention in ancient poems by the lizard
people. It is said that in the old days, they could make blood boil
and the earth bleed, and they could wear the skins of other people,
but all these ancient tricks seem to be lost.

Their bite is poisonous and leads to death in 10 min.

HD 7 AC 7 1d8 + poison F14 MV 6 ML 12 XP 700; fireball (7d6)
3×/day; charm person and sleep (2d8 HD total, HD 4 max) at will;
only harmed by magic or magic weapons

Numbers: 1.
Names: Rain of Fire, Blood Rain, Mother of Pain, Snake Queen,

Set’s Favorite, Skin Dancer. Who is to say that some of the nagas
don’t have a spell such as shape change
at their disposal?
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Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. These are the belongings of all those who would Average value: 5017 gp.

try and rob their temple.
Terrain: caves.

Nixie

Nixies are beautiful water people. If they want, anybody hearing
them talk, sing, or play an instrument must save vs. spells or be
charmed. Usually victims are drawn to follow the nixies into the
water and spend weeks and months below the surface in their
company, entertaining and serving them. The kiss of a nixie grants
their victims the ability to breathe under water for a day.

HD 1 AC 7 1d4 F1 MV 12 ML 6 XP 100; charm, water breathing

Spells: Their have the natural ability to cast spells and can teach
them to you, for a price.

Charm person (1st circle) turns one humanoid creature into a loyal
friend. Note that undead and giants may be humanoid but they’re
still immune to this charm. The target is granted a saving throw
vs. spells. As time passes, more saving throws

are granted to the target:

Intelligence Timeframe
3–8 monthly
9–12 weekly

13–18 daily

Water breathing (3rd circle) allows one target to breathe underwa-
ter for one day.

Numbers: 2d20. A underwater lair of nixies and their charmed
victims are usually protected by as many giant fish as there are
nixies.

Names: Dahlia, Lily, Poppy, Hawthorn, Hyacinth, Lotus.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. The poor men Average value: 1164 gp.

lured into their underwater domains might have left a little trea-
sure.

Terrain: water.

Ogre

An ogre is a human that has suffered prolonged exposure to Earth
Blood. Magic has mutated them, making them stronger, larger and
even more violent. They can be up to twice as big as humans.

HD 4+1 AC 5 1d10 F4 MV 9 ML 10 XP 400

Some ogres master the magic of wind and mountain, turning
into an ogre mage. They use magical fog to set an ambush with
their allies and they remain invisible until they are ready to deal
the death blow. This usually involves sneaking up on their enemies
and unleashing a snow storm. In a fight, their weapons burst into
flames, dealing extra damage.

HD 6+1 AC 5 1d10 + 1d6 fire F6 MV 9 ML 10 XP 600; fog, invisibility,
snow storm 3×/day for 6d6 damage up to 30 ft
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Spells: An ogre mage can teach you their spells, for a price.
Flaming Weapon (3rd circle) lets you shoot flaming arrows or have

your melee weapon burst into flames, dealing an extra 1d6 of fire
damage.

Fog (2st circle) summons forth a supernatural fog that spreads
in all directions for 1 h/level, limiting sight to a few feet. Within
the fog, ranged attacks and all spells that require a visible target
are therefore limited to a range of but a few feet. This also works
underground and within buildings.

Invisibility (2nd circle) makes you invisible until you attack a
living creature.

Snow Storm (3rd circle) deals 1d6/level of cold damage, save
vs. spells for half.

Numbers: 1d6. Ogres are often seen in the company of orcs.
When meeting ogres, there’s a 1 in 6 chance of them being led by
an ogre mage.

Names: Pain. Smash. Club. Hammer. Rock.
Treasure: 40% for 2d6×1000 sp, 40% for 2d6×1000 gp, 40% for

2d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a magic item. These are the Average value: 3940 gp.

treasures of their victims.
Terrain: caves, mountains.

Orc

Orcs are pig men, with heads of wild boar, strong and wild, with
an excellent sense of smell. They can see in the dark and prefer to
move at night. They live in remote woods, far away from civiliza-
tion.

HD 1 AC 6 1d6 F1 MV 12 ML 8 XP 100

Numbers: 1d6×10. An orc clan, led by an orc with 1d6+1 HD
and typically keeping 1d6-1 boars (possibly none). When 1d6 clans
join together to form a war band and go plundering the human
settlements, they are accompanied by 1d6-1 ogres (possibly none).

Names: Mushroom Friend. Pie Eater. Pig Face. Strong Arm.
Spear Thrower.

Treasure: 40% for 2d6×1000 sp, 40% for 2d6×1000 gp, 40% for
2d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a magic item. These are the Average value: 3940 gp.

spoils of war. Their leader may own more magic items: 5% per level
per item type.

Terrain: caves, forests.

Pegasus

Pegasoi are flying horses of the celestial realms. It is said that a
pegasus can be gained from Freya for services rendered. These
flying mounts are amongst the fastest creatures in the multiverse.

HD 2+1 AC 6 1d6/1d6 F2 MV 48 ML 8 XP 200
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Numbers: 1d6.
Names: Golden Mane, Spirit Mare, Spring Heart, Breath of Life,

Wind News.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: air.

Pixie

Pixies are tiny invisible people with butterfly wings living in re-
mote forests and swamps. As they are always invisible, they al-
ways surprise their opponents, attacking them always incurs a -4
penalty, and they cannot be targeted by spells unless you can see
invisible.

HD 1 AC 9 (usually 5) 1d4 E1 MV 18 ML 7 XP 100; invisible

Spells: Pixies can teach you the secrets of fairy dust in exchange
for a service.

Temporary Transmutation (1st circle) allows you to change a hand-
ful of stuff into something else for 1 h, no concentration required.
The transmutation can be detected and the true nature of things can
be discovered with appropriate counter spells, but a simple interac-
tion with fairy cookies or fool’s gold will not grant a save vs. spells
to see through the transmutation.

Invisibility (2nd circle) makes you invisible until you attack some-
body (unless you’re a pixie).

Numbers: 1d4×10.
Names: Goldilocks, Hearty, Bog Lord, Bellflower, Anemone,

Lilly, Thistle.
Ingredients: A dead pixies can be dried and ground into pixie

dust which can turn one target invisible, as per the spell.
Treasure: None. Sometimes you’ll find a tiny buried pot of gold

nearby. 50% for 1 × 108 gp.
Terrain: forests, swamps.

Rakshasa

Rakshasa are tiger demons in humanoid form. They are all natural
planar travelers, always looking for magic items, beautiful peo-
ple and strange beasts. They like to surround themselves in their
demiplane palaces with traps and treasures, dangerous animals and
human slaves, unwilling to associate with their own kind, hungry
for power and security, fearing betrayal and murder.

The rakshasa are tricksters, shape changers and master of illu-
sion. It is said that the older ones no longer remember their original
shape. The only way it shall be revealed is when they die.

HD 9 AC 2 1d4/1d4/1d6 E7 MV 12 ML 8 XP 900; spells: illusion,
invisibility, shape change, conflagration for 9d6 damage up to 180 ft,
domination, dimension door, plane shift Rakshasa are like magic users, limited

by spells/day. Thus: 2
nd and 3

rd circle,
3×/day; 4

th circle, 2×/day; 5
th circle,

1×/day.
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Spells: Rakshasa can teach you spells in exchange for services
rendered.

Illusion (2nd circle) allows you to create and maintain an illusion
as large as a house for as long as you concentrate on it. Anybody
touching it may save vs. spells in order to see through the illusion.
An illusion attacks like the caster but always has an AC of 9. Illu-
sionary damage will affect you as long as you believe it until you
faint.

Invisibility (2nd circle) makes you invisible until you attack some-
body.

Conflagration (3rd circle) weakens the boundaries to the planes of
eternal fire anywhere within 180 ft and causes the floors and walls
in a circle with a diameter of 40 ft to erupt in flames dealing 1d6

damage per level and destroying any flammable material.
Shape change (3rd circle) allows you to change your body, as long

as your shape remains roughly human. The number of your limbs
and your mass remain unchanged. Copying the look of a specific
person takes about 10 min. You return to your original shape when
slain.

Domination (4th circle) turns any on creature into a loyal friend,
or up to 3d6 creatures with 3 HD or less. Note that the undead are
still immune to this charm. The target is granted a saving throw
vs. spells.

As time passes, more saving throws
are granted to the target:

Intelligence Timeframe
3–8 monthly
9–12 weekly

13–18 daily
Dimension Door (4th circle) allows you to send yourself or another

up to 360 ft away in any direction. You do not need to see or know Unwilling targets get no saving throw.

the target area. If the target area is occupied, the spell fails without
any adverse effects.

Plane Shift (5nd circle) allows you to transport yourself and up to
four other creatures of comparable size or less to any place in the
multiverse. You need to know the place, so most of the time you
will need to find books describing target locations in great detail. Just having been in an area does

not grant you the detailed arcane
knowledge required. You will need to
keep a list of target areas you know.

Numbers: 1. When met out in the world, searching for lost
treasure, in the company of 2d6 human slaves; when met in their
palace, in the company of 1d4×10 human slaves.

HD 1 HP 1d4 AC 7 1d6 T1 MV 12 ML 7 XP 100; double damage on a
surprise attack.

Names: Argus the Watchful, Zeno the Wise, Cassandra the Seer,
Priam the Rich, Helen the Beautiful.

Treasure: 50% for 2d6×1000 sp, 50% for 1d10×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 3d6 jewelry. 30% each for
three magic items. Collection of trinkets and treasures found on Average value: 8012 gp.

their travels.
Terrain: none.

Salamander

Salamanders are elemental creatures of fire, half man, half worm,
up to 16 ft long. They are not subjects of the afarit and no friends of
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the fire giants. They don’t build cities, preferring to live by them-
selves in the lava lakes of Muspelheim.

They radiate such intense heat that anybody within 20 ft takes
1d8 damage every round.

HD 8 AC 2 1d4/1d4/1d8 F8 MV 12 ML 8 XP 800; heat, immune to
fire; only harmed by magic or magic weapons; unaffected by sleep,
charm, and other such mind affecting spells Salamanders are simple creatures,

old but not wise. Many sorcerers
have tried to study them and learn
the secrets of fire resistance or heat
production, but they have all failed.

Numbers: 2d4.
Names: Hot, Melt, Flow, Lake, Pit, Pain, Ash.
Ingredients: Bathing in the fresh blood of a salamander makes

you immune to fire for as long as you remain close to an open fire. A torch, a campfire, even a lowly
candle will do. But if the fire ever goes
out, the immunity fades within 10 min.

Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. On cooler islands in their lava lakes they store the Average value: 5017 gp.

valuables they took from the fools that disturbed their peace.
Terrain: fire.

Scorpion, Giant

Giant scorpions are the result of small scorpions coming into con-
tact with Earth Blood, often due to malevolent sorcerers breeding
steeds for their most powerful servants. They are as big as coaches
and their pincers can cut a grown man in twain. Anybody stung by
their barbed tail must save vs. poison or die.

HD 4 AC 2 1d10/1d10/1d4 + poison F2 MV 15 ML 11 XP 400

Numbers: 1d6, but often with warlocks using them as mounts,
or with a medusa nearby.

Ingredients: Sadly, the poison of a scorpion must be injected and
unless you have a huge syringe lying around, this is difficult. Some
desperate souls have tied scorpion tails to a short piece of rope and
used it as a poisonous throwing hammer. It’s worth a shot. If you
hit, the target must save vs. poison or die—and the scorpion tail
loses it’s poison.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves, deserts.

Sea Serpent

Sea serpents live in lakes and oceans and love to destroy ships and
eat sailors. Each attack targeting a person also damages the ship.

HD 6 AC 5 2d6 and 1d10 vs. ships F3 MV 15 ML 8 XP 600

Numbers: 2d6.
Ingredients: The glistening scales of sea serpents have been used

by coastal elves to build their silent, silver armor. It grants AC 5,
allows the wearer to swim and to move silently, but it must be kept
in a box full of sea water every night.
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Treasure: None. If there’s any treasure at all, it is at the bottom
of the sea. If so, roll for some human treasure.

Terrain: water.

Shadow

Shadows are two-dimensional creatures entering the middle realm
where humans live through cracks in reality where light and dark-
ness meet. Suddenly extra shadows are dancing on cave walls,
surprising their foes on 1–5 in 6. When they touch your shadow,
they drain your strength. Anybody who is reduced to zero strength
must die and rise as a shadow within a few hours. To destroy them,
use spells or the shadows of magic weapons.

HD 2 AC 7 1d4 + 1 strength F2 MV 15 ML 8 XP 200; only harmed by
magic or magic weapons; unaffected by sleep, charm, and other such
mind affecting spells; surprise

Numbers: 1d8.
Treasure: 30% for 2d6×1000 sp, 30% for 2d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% each for
four magic items. This is what you find on the shriveled corpses of Average value: 5017 gp.

their victims in the vicinity.
Terrain: caves.

Shark

Sharks are efficient and quiet hunters of the sea. Much like giant
fish they are sometimes used by underwater civilizations to guard
their realms, magic users polymorph into shark form, and some
people have shark pools, of course.

HD 4 AC 4 2d6 F2 MV 18 ML 7 XP 400

The largest sharks are true terrors of the sea. And who knows
what sharks the inky depths are hiding?

HD 8 AC 4 2d10 F4 MV 18 ML 7 XP 800

Numbers: 2d6 sharks or 1d4 giant sharks.
Treasure: None. If the sharks are found near a sunken ship, you

can roll for some human treasure.
Terrain: water.

Skeleton

Skeletons are the simplest undead guardians to raise for a necro-
mancer. Once raised, the skeletons remain forever unless slain,
guarding whatever they were ordered to guard, unwavering, loyal
to the end. Too bad they’re so slow. They can’t be rushed. In ad-
dition to that, their morale is bad. When skeletons fail their morale
check, the necromantic control propelling them forward breaks
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down. They lose cohesion, slow down, stop attacking or fall apart,
taking a few minutes to resume their task.

HD 1 AC 7 1d6 F1 MV 6 ML 7 XP 100; unaffected by sleep, charm, and
other such mind affecting spells

Spells: Over millennia, human bones have been accumulating in Why are these skeletons always human
skeletons? Nobody knows.the soft ground beneath our feet. If you’re standing on ground that

can be dig up, you can raise skeletons.
Raise skeletons (3rd circle) summons a skeleton per level from the

ground beneath your feet. They dig themselves up in 10 min. It is
up to you to arm them. Skeletons can wield any weapon and wear
any armor. Skeletons will guard the place or person you indicate
for all eternity, until they or their charge are destroyed at which
time they will crumble and fall apart.

Numbers: A typical tomb is guarded by 3d10 skeletons.
Treasure: None. Most skeletons guard entrances to tombs and

the like. There must be treasure around here somewhere, but the
skeletons themselves have none.

Terrain: caves.

Snake, Giant

Snake pits are a favorite trap of assassin guilds and Set temples.
These snakes are as long as a human is tall and their bite is poi-
sonous. Anybody bitten must save vs. poison or die. One of the
first boons granted by Set is the ability to walk among snakes with-
out being attacked.

HD 2 AC 6 1d4 + poison F1 MV 9 ML 7 XP 200

Giant snakes are often used as guardians of the inner sanctum
of temples. These are the favorite pets of high priests. They don’t
bite but once they hit with their tail, they constrict you, making you
helpless: unable to move, unable to attack. The next round, you are
reduced to 0 HP and must roll on the Injury and Death table every
round while you and the snake are alive.

HD 5 AC 6 2d6 + constrict F3 MV 9 ML 8 XP 500

Numbers: A snake pit will be filled with 1d8 snakes; an inner
sanctum will have but 1 giant snake.

Treasure: None. If the snakes are guarding a temple, you can roll
for some human treasure.

Terrain: caves, jungles.

Spectre

Spectres are powerful witch kings and queens, undead servants of
ancient evil powers seduced by rings of power and the like. They
are formless spirits wearing cloaks, crowns and swords in order to
have an effect in the world.
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That is why they fear running water: it washes these items away
and reduce them to powerless voices. Finding replacements usually
takes many days. Without their gear, spectres can fly with MV 30.

When stabbed by a spectre, victims are immediately drained
of two levels. Reduced to zero levels, the victim rises as a spectre Victims reroll their remaining hit dice

and keep this new hit point maximum
if it is lower than their previous
maximum. If their current hit points
are higher than the new maximum,
reduce them as well. Victims also lose
their two best spells, if any, and reduce
saving throws as appropriate.

come midnight and join the cause of their killer.

HD 6 AC 2 1d8 + drain F6 MV 15 ML 11 XP 600; only harmed by
magic or magic weapons; unaffected by sleep, charm, and other such
mind affecting spells

Numbers: 1d4.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 30% for

1d6×100 pp, 30% for 2d6 gems, 30% for 2d6 jewelry. 20% each for
two magic items. This is what they are wearing and the treasure Average value: 4010 gp.

they are guarding.
Terrain: caves.

Spider, Giant

These are big spiders. They like to climb. They are fast. They like Spiders don’t have a “web” attack
where they throw sticky fibres are
their opponents. Their webs are traps.
If you run into them because you had
no light or you were fleeing in a panic,
you’re stuck. Struggling just entangles
you more. It’s like quicksand. You
need friends to rescue you.

to get the drop on you. They like to keeps their victims paralysed:
alive and fresh.

HD 4 AC 6 1d6 + paralysis F2 MV 15 ML 7 XP 400; climb

Numbers: 1d4.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. The former Average value: 1164 gp.

possessions of their victims might be found buried under a pile of
bones.

Terrain: caves, forests.

Squid, Giant

Squids have eight arms and two tentacles, octopuses have eight
arms. The inside surfaces of these are lined with suction cups

Giant squid can attack and damage a
ship directly instead of fighting sailors,
but consider what this leads to: player
characters have nowhere to run, have
nobody to parlay with, and if they lose
the fight, they all drown in their armor.
You need to think of ways to make this
part of a good adventure.

whose circumference is again lined with serrated chitin. In addi-
tion to that, they have a beak to chew their victims and a tongue
with small, file-like teeth to shred their victims. When arms or ten-
tacles hit, they attach themselves to their victim. From now on,
they’ll deal automatic damage until the victim is dead. The beak
bites one of the victims the squid is already attached to.

HD 6 AC 7 8–10×1d6/1d10 F3 MV 12 ML 7 XP 600; attach

There are also huge, ship-sized kraken, monsters summoned
from the abyss. These will readily attack harbors. When their tenta-
cles hit, the victims are simply flung through the air, either crashing
into something solid for an additional 3d6 damage, or falling into
the water to drown: you cannot swim in metal armor.
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HD 12 AC 4 8×2d6 F6 MV 9 ML 10 XP 1200; fling

Numbers: 1.
Treasure: None. If the giant squid is found in a sunken ship, you

can roll for some human treasure.
Terrain: water.

Swamp Crane

Swamp cranes are famous for defending their territory against all
intruders. They have long beaks and magical feathers which they
can shoot like darts for 60 ft. Loud noise from rattles, drums or

Instead of providing the exact number
of feathers they can shoot, simply
assume that rolling a 1 on a damage
roll means that this was the last feather
and they’ll attack with their beaks next
round, coming into melee range. To
read more about these birds, check our
the Wikipedia entry on Stymphalian
birds.

bells scare them away.

HD 1 AC 7 1d4 F2 MV 18 ML 9 XP 100; shoot feathers like darts

Not only are these cranes very aggressive, their dung is poi-
sonous, too. This is a big problem for settlements near an infested
swamp.

Numbers: 3d12.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: swamps.

Tengu

There are two kind of tengu. If their human nature is strong, then
they are simply lightweight and have a very long nose. When their
bird nature is strong, they are smaller, covered in black feathers,
with a big crow beak in their face, and short wings that help them
jump around. They love to drink and get rowdy when they do.
They almost always are.

When sober, they can use the duelling stance: study a target for
two rounds and attack on the third round with a +4 bonus for triple
damage.

Whether drunk or sober, the bird people covet shiny things.

HD 2+1 AC 7 1d6 F2 MV 12 ML 9 XP 200; duelling stance for up to
+4/3d6 in the third round

Numbers: 1d12. When only one or two are encountered, these
are the bigger, more human looking tengu.

Names: Beak, Beaker, Beer, Bottle, Cherry, Drink, Fire, Wine.
Treasure: 10% for 1d4×1000 sp, 10% for 1d4×1000 gp, 30% for

1d4×100 pp, 10% for 1d4 gems, 10% for 1d4 jewelry. 20% for a
magic item. This is what remains of ancient treasures – whatever Average value: 1332 gp.

was not spent on the road.
Terrain: forests, mountains.

Toad, Giant

Giant toads are lazy hunters. They don’t like to move around a lot.
Instead, they wait for their prey to approach. These giant toads are
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about as large as a cart and can easily swallow human children,
elves, halflings and dwarves. If an attack succeeds against such a
target, it is automatically swallowed. Any such victim is drowning:
save vs. death once per round or die. When swallowed and not
dead yet, you can use a dagger to try and cut yourself free. No
other weapon will do.

HD 4+1 AC 7 1d6 + swallow F2 MV 3 ML 6 XP 400

Giant toads are the favorite guard beasts of froglings.
Numbers: 1d6.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves, swamps.

Treant

Treants are giant, sentient, ambulant trees. They are usually slow
to anger but axes and fire incite their ire. Every treant can animate
two ordinary trees within 60 ft that fight just like a treant. When at
rest, treants are hard to distinguish from trees and surprise their
foes on 1–3 in 6.

The treant’s roots can deal damage to built structures like walls
or palisades.

HD 8 AC 2 2d6/2d6 F8 MV 6 ML 6 XP 800; surprise; animate trees

Numbers: 1d8.
Names: Oldfather, Birchwhip, Rootstrong, Mossman, Coldwater.
Treasure: 10% for 1d6×1000 sp, 10% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. Sometimes one Average value: 1164 gp.

finds the remains of an ancient elf lord or lady in the treant’s grove.
Terrain: forests, jungles, swamps.

Troll

Trolls look like living rock people, not as large as giants or ogres
but easily twice as broad, stocky, strong. When they hunker down,
they can easily be mistaken for a boulder. They will generate spon-
taneously when rock is exposed to Earth Blood and hit by light-
ning. They prefer to avoid the sunlight. A recent phenomenon has
been trolls taking up residence under bridges, asking for toll money
in exchange for maintaining them. Many of them also live in the
cold, dark forests of Niflheim. In a fight, trolls will not bite but

instead headbutt their target.When killed, the troll remains must be burned or dissolved in
acid or they’ll slowly regenerate. A few minutes later, a troll rises
again, fully healed.

HD 6+1 AC 4 1d6/1d6/1d10 F6 MV 12 ML 10 XP 600; regeneration

Numbers: 1d8.
Names: Stone, Rock, Boulder, Strong, Fist, Grey.
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Ingredients: Alchemists have been trying to use troll blood to
regenerate lost limbs for years but without success. If you’re willing
to risk it: some people have attached fresh troll limbs to the stumps
of their own lost arms or legs and managed to graft them onto
themselves. Most people fear that this will turn them into half-trolls
and servants of Hel, though. On a 1 in 6, the limb will have a life of

its own, taking up a retainer slot.Treasure: 40% for 2d6×1000 sp, 40% for 2d6×1000 gp, 40% for
2d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a magic item. This is both Average value: 3940 gp.

collected tolls and ancient treasure kept.
Terrain: caves, forests, ruins.

Unicorn

Unicorns are white magical horses with a long horn on their head.
Once per day, a unicorn can teleport up to 360 ft, including a rider,
if any. A unicorn only bears a woman with a pure heart. Helping
the poor and downtrodden and all the animals is what a unicorn
wants their rider to do. Unicorns can communicate telepathically
with their chosen rider.

HD 4 AC 2 1d8/1d8/1d8 F8 MV 24 ML 7 XP 400; short teleport jump
1×/day

Numbers: 1d8.
Names: Rainbow Kisses, Summer Breeze, Butterfly Heart, Love

Bubble, Happy Dance, Shining Diamond.
Ingredients: Unicorns horns and hair are often used in the con-

struction of powerful magic staffs and wands. A magic user or elf
of level 10 might be interested in buying them. The horn can be
sold for 5000 gp, and there are d100 strands of hair long enough to
be sold, each worth 50 gp. Average value: 7525 gp.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests.

Valkyrie

Valkyries are the winged demons of battle. The can cross from
realm to realm on their flying horses. When not on the field of battle,
collecting the souls of the dead, they are most often seen in Sess-
rúmnir, Freya’s hall in Asgard, or in Valhalla, Odin’s hall in Asgard.

HD 6 AC 2 1d8 spear+3 F6 MV 18 ML 12 XP 600; planeshift; flying;
only harmed by magic or magic weapons

When swinging the spear of a valkyrie, the wielder is compelled When resisting such a compulsion
for the third time, the spear loses its
magic. The owner is considered unfit
to wield it.

to shout for blood and glory as long and as loud as they can. Also,
when allies are fighting, the owner of such a spear is compelled to
draw it and join the melee.

Numbers: 1d6, each one on a pegasus, often in the company
of a raven (if in the service of Odin) or a swan (if in the service of
Freya).
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Names: War, Mercy, Spear, Cruel, Fight
Treasure: None.
Terrain: air.

Vampire

Vampires are dead humans, cursed with an eternal life fueled by
the blood of the living. This thirst consumes them and the longer
they fight this urge, the bloodier their feeding frenzy in the end.

When bitten by a vampire, victims are immediately drained of
two levels. Reduced to zero levels, the victim will rise as a vampire

Victims reroll their remaining hit dice
and keep this new hit point maximum
if it is lower than their previous
maximum. If their current hit points
are higher than the new maximum,
reduce them as well. Victims also lose
their two best spells, if any, and reduce
saving throws as appropriate.

spawn come midnight—an eternal slave to their killer. No wonder
are they mad with despair, for no matter how much they long for
company or lust for a human touch, they are forever surrounded by
scheming undead slaves. When they are killed, all their slaves are
freed and will disperse, looking to start their own coven.

Vampire eyes are hypnotic: looking into them forces you to save
vs. spells or be charmed.

As time passes, more saving throws
are granted to the victim:

Intelligence Timeframe
3–8 monthly
9–12 weekly

13–18 daily

Vampires can transform into a bat or turn into a shapeless mist
at will. When reduced to zero hit points, a vampire will turn to
mist and flee back to its coffin. There, it will regenerate over the
next few hours. In order to kill it, a vampire must be found in
its coffin with no hit points, at which point it can be staked. The
wooden stake through its chest will prevent it from transforming
again. Note that the stake simply immobilises a vampire, it doesn’t
die. To kill it, you must expose it to sunlight or submerge it under
running water for ten minutes. Vampires will avoid brightly illumi-

nated areas and they will never step
into running water.

Vampires avoid facing mirrors because they cast no reflection and
they will avoid attacking targets wearing a string of garlic around
the neck. Vampires need to save vs. poison in order to attack such a
target.

HD 9 AC 2 1d10 + drain F9 MV 18 ML 11 XP 900; only harmed by
magic or magic weapons; unaffected by sleep, charm, and other such
mind affecting spells; charming gaze; transform into bat or mist at
will; regenerate

It is said that at the end of time, all that will remain are lifeless
rocks floating through the emptiness of space, populated by vam-
pires.

Numbers: 1d6. There will always be 2d6 wolves in the vicinity.
Names: Igor the Hungry, Vlad the Impaler, Elisabeth the Blood-

thirsty, Dragana the Lonely, Acheron the Source of all Tears, Karayan
the Hunter, Lefu of the Dead.

Treasure: 50% for 2d6×1000 sp, 50% for 1d10×1000 gp, 30% for
1d6×100 pp, 30% for 3d6 gems, 30% for 3d6 jewelry. 30% each for
three magic items. Their castles are sometimes full of riches from Average value: 8012 gp.

their former lives.
Terrain: ruins.
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Vulture Demon

Vulture demons are the winged demons of pestilence sent out by
Pazuzu. They bring misery and sickness wherever they go.

HD 8+1 AC 5 1d6/1d6/1d6/1d6/1d8 F16 MV 18 ML 11 XP 800;
planeshift; flying; only harmed by magic or magic weapons

With their clawed hands and feet they are fearsome opponents in
battle.

Numbers: 1d6.
Names: Gangrene, Pestilence, Black Bile, Corpse Eater, Baby

Killer
Treasure: None.
Terrain: air.

Warlock

Witches and warlocks live in small covens far away from civiliza-
tion in order to practice their dark arts. These are basically level 5

magic users.

HD 5 HP 5d4 AC 4/2 1d6 M5 MV 12 ML 9 XP 500; spells: magic

The effect of the shield spell is already
included: it reduces AC 9 to AC 4

vs. melee and to AC 2 vs. ranged
weapons.

missile (3×1d6+1), shield, phantasmal force (one or two of them use
illusions to split the party), mirror image (1d4 images to protect the
casters), lightning bolt (5d6 damage, save vs. spells for half)

Numbers: 1d6, sometimes using giant scorpions as mounts.
Names: Barsheen, Walita, Zomaya, Nasirpal, Shamura.
Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 30% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 10% for 1d6 gems, 10% for 1d6 jewelry. 10% for a
magic item. These are the riches with which they left civilisation Average value: 1934 gp.

and moved out into the wilderness.
Terrain: caves, deserts, ruins.

Weasel, Giant

Giant weasels and their relatives (badgers, ferrets, otters, wolver-
ines) are used as mounts by many fey creatures such as elves or
gnomes. They might not be able to carry heavy loads but they are
fast, they are silent, they know how to swim, they know how to
fight, and they love to dig tunnels. When found without their ani-
mal trainers, however, these creatures can be very dangerous.

HD 5 AC 7 1d8 F3 MV 15 ML 8 XP 500

Numbers: 1d6.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves, deserts, forests, jungles, mountains, ruins, savan-

nas, swamps.
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Wight

Wights are undead human corpses risen in barrows and mau-
soleums, touched by Earth Blood. They used to be powerful no-
bles, now they rule over an empire of dirt. Everyone they know has
gone away. All they desire is for people to come and join them but
whomever they touch is immediately drained of a level. Reduced Victims reroll their remaining hit dice

and keep this new hit point maximum
if it is lower than their previous
maximum. If their current hit points
are higher than the new maximum,
reduce them as well. Victims also lose
their two best spells, if any, and reduce
saving throws as appropriate.

to zero levels, the victim will rise as a wight come midnight and
forever resent the passage of time.

HD 3 AC 5 drain F3 MV 9 ML 12 XP 300; only harmed by magic
or magic weapons; unaffected by sleep, charm, and other such mind
affecting spells

Numbers: 1d8.
Names: Eilif, Kali, Kyran, Maura, Tariq, Thyia, usually King or

Queen of something or other, mostly realms that have been forgot-
ten a long time ago: Abilard, Erlechai, Merlen, Ouria, Yzarria.

Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 20% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for
1d6×100 pp, 20% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% for a magic item. These are Average value: 1890 gp.

the goods they were buried with.
Terrain: ruins.

Wolf

Wolves and hyenas hunt in packs and are known to attack humans.
In general, they are cautious hunters and will fall back when you
turn around and fight.

HD 2+1 AC 7 1d6 F1 MV 18 ML 6 XP 200

Hyenas are the favorite companions of gnolls. War dogs are the
favorite companions of humans.

Numbers: 3d6.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: forests, mountains, ruins, savannas.
Giant wolves are the result of Earth Blood infection and goblin

breeding efforts. These giant wolves are used as mounts by goblins
but they have a predator intelligence of their own.

HD 4+1 AC 6 1d8 F2 MV 15 ML 8 XP 400

Names: Fang, Howl, Moon, Blood, Bone, Dancer.

Worm, Giant

Giant worms have grown to lengths of 30 ft, 100 ft and more under
the influence of Earth Blood. When rolling a 19 or more on their
attack roll, a worm will swallow its victim. All swallowed victims
are dealt automatic damage every round until they are dead, or the
worm is dead. Inside the worm, only a dagger may be used and all
attack rolls take a -4 penalty.
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HD 6 AC 3 1d8 F3 MV 60 ML 9 XP 600; swallow

In the large deserts, even bigger worms are said to exist. Damag-
ing them requires magic or siege weapons. Similarly, their attacks
destroy buildings. Anybody inside such a building takes damage
as if in an earthquake: 8d8, save vs. death for half damage.

HD 12 AC 3 1d8 F6 MV 60 ML 9 XP 1200; swallow; magic or siege
weapons required to hit; destroys buildings

Numbers: 1d4.
Treasure: None.
Terrain: caves, deserts.

Wraith

Wraiths are restless incorporeal undead. In their underground
crypts, these malevolent spirits rise whenever a living creature
approaches. There they hiss their last commands and whisper their
unchanging curses, trapped in endless loops of hate and anger.
Whomsoever they stab with their shadow swords is immediately
drained of a level. Reduced to zero levels, the victim will rise as a

Victims reroll their remaining hit dice
and keep this new hit point maximum
if it is lower than their previous
maximum. If their current hit points
are higher than the new maximum,
reduce them as well. Victims also lose
their two best spells, if any, and reduce
saving throws as appropriate.

wraith come midnight and forever resent any disturbance by the
living.

Wraiths remain close to their remains until all their negative
energy finally seeps away and returns to the Earth Blood.

HD 4 AC 3 1d6 + drain F4 MV 24 ML 12 XP 400; only harmed by
magic or magic weapons; unaffected by sleep, charm, and other such
mind affecting spells

Numbers: 1d6.
Treasure: 30% for 1d6×1000 sp, 20% for 1d6×1000 gp, 10% for

1d6×100 pp, 20% for 1d6 jewelry. 20% for a magic item. These are Average value: 1890 gp.

the riches they could not take into the afterlife.
Terrain: caves.

Zombie

Zombies are animated human corpses. They are stupid cannibals,
always looking to eat some human flesh. They barely remember
their names, their past life and mumble incoherently as they are
pulled along by their necromantic masters.

HD 2 AC 8 1d8 F1 MV 12 ML 12 XP 200; unaffected by sleep, charm,
and other such mind affecting spells

Spells: Usually zombies are created on battlefields by necro-
mancers. There, the newly slain provide the raw material these foul
magic users require.

Raise zombies (3rd circle) animates a fresh human corpse per level.
Zombies wield no weapons and wear no armor. They will follow
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you and obey any simple command. Zombies continuously rot and In practice, a simple command is
usually a single word like “stand!” or
“charge!”

disintegrate within a week or two.
Numbers: 4d6. Remember, where there are zombies, a necro-

mancer cannot be far off. Necromancers aren’t battle mages. A
typical spell selection for a 5

th level
necromancer: 1

st circle: sleep, fear;
2

nd circle: eternal darkness, read
thoughts; 3

rd circle: raise zombies.
They probably own magic items, too:
25% per item type.

Treasure: None.
Terrain: ruins.



Treasure

Treasure is Experience. Providing enough treasure is important for When a big chunk of XP is provided
via treasure, fighting turns into a
strategic decision: when is it worth to
risk a fight? And it makes alternative
approaches more rewarding: tricking
a dragon makes more sense than
fighting it.

the party to gain levels. How quickly should the party gain levels?
It’s hard to provide good numbers. If your players are frustrated,
you might need to add more treasure. I like to run a campaign for
fifty sessions or more. Assuming the campaign ends with charac-
ters on level ten, that means it took them about five sessions per
level. Instead of handing out more treasure than provided for in
these tables, consider providing more treasure in a different form:

1. stealing a ship that is worth 50 000 gp would provide as much This sort of treasure isn’t listed in the
treasure tables below!XP when it is lost (given away, sunk, stolen)

2. conquering a well maintained keep worth 75 000 gp would pro-
vide as much XP when it is lost (given away, lost in a siege)

Treasure distribution is not fair. If treasure isn’t parceled out
in small chunks and isn’t gained in regular intervals, but found
rarely and in big chunks, then it works a bit like a slot machine: When such design patterns are abused,

they are addictive. Signs of addiction
are the inability to stop even though
you want to, abandoning friends and
family, the inability to maintain normal
social ties. All of this isn’t true when
you’re simply playing in a regular
role-playing group so I wouldn’t worry
about it.

the reward is rare and hard to predict and thus players might feel
a strong urge to be there for every session, and such large hoards
become part of the oral tradition of the campaign as players keep
talking about it.

Roll for treasure. Players might get a lot of treasure, but they
might also get nothing at all. Beating a dragon is not a guarantee
of a rich reward. Players need to determine whether the particular
dragon they are targeting does in fact have a big hoard. This en- If it doesn’t, I hope the players are

at least doing it for the right reasons
and not for material gain and personal
advancement.

courages players to gather information and to scout, both of which
make the game more interesting and the decision to risk a fight a
strategic one.

Magic items come in various types: magic weapons, magic If a monster description says “5% per
level per item type,” then this means
a level 3 leader would have a 15%
chance each for a magic weapon, a
magic armour, a scroll, a potion, a
wondrous item, as well as a treasure
map.

armour, scrolls, potions, wondrous items, as well as treasure maps –
six categories.

Personalize magic items. Where possible, a few names are given
in the sidebar. If an elven dagger +1 is found, you might describe
it as “a beautiful dagger, the hilt is a piece of wood shaped like a
small treant and the blade is engraved with an oak leaf patterns
and the name of its maker: Maeglin.”
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Magic Weapons

The magic bonus applies to both to hit and damage rolls.

1. An elven dagger +1 Elf names: Hwinel, Edledhiainu, Ei-
thathaur, Amarthaúr, Canien, Muinwi,
Trevadil, Oerwen, Hithrenion, Istuiel,
Gruinion, Rethor.

2. An elven long sword +1

3. An elven long bow +1

4. An elven silver dagger +1/+3 vs. devils
5. The long sword Meteorstrike +1/+3 vs. dragons, an old elven Dragon names: Verdant Despair,

Poison Tooth, Forest End, Piercing
Bone, Jade Agony, Screaming Fire

sword forged in the dragon wars
6. The long sword Dragonslayer +1/+3 vs. dragons, blessed by

Marduk
7. A dwarven dagger +2 Dwarf names: Marna Platesmasher,

Hjalma Hammerbearer, Kára Axe-
bearer, Motspori Shieldmaker, Bettí
Stoneeater, Norin Steelborn, Óluva
Earthhammer, Thekk Ironfriend,
Sevrin Rockbore, Bombvari Deepdelver

8. A dwarven short sword +2

9. A dwarven crossbow +2

10. The holy long sword Angelfire +1/+3 vs. undead, forged in
Asgard by the dwarves

11. The dwarven hammer Ironslayer +1/+3 vs. armoured foes
12. A dagger +1 consecrated to a power To limit the results to evil powers, just

roll 1d5. To limit the result to good
powers, use 1d5+5.

Evil Good
1 Set 6 Marduk
2 Orcus 7 Freya
3 Nergal 8 Odin
4 Pazuzu 9 Thor
5 Hel 10 Mitra

13. A dagger +1 with the pommel being a small talking head of a
power always there to recommend a violent course of action

14. A dagger +1 consecrated to an evil power poisoning your
thoughts with images of you stabbing anybody you talk to

15. The dagger Lifeblood +1 which allows you to transfer the power
of life by cutting somebody and having somebody else drink it

16. The dagger Stonecutter +1 which allows you to slowly cut
through stone

17. A magic tongue dagger +1 with a sticky tongue wrapped around
its grip which can pick up unguarded items within 2m, conse-
crated to Tsathoggua

18. The dagger Tin Opener +1/+3 vs. armoured foes, with etchings
on its blade showing a peasant stabbing a knight into the visor

19. The black dagger Kingslayer +1, blessed by Set: a target hit in
the surprise round must save vs. poison or die

20. The dagger Heart Eater +1/+3 vs. humans, with etchings on its
blade showing a human sacrifice

21. A goblin assassin’s dagger +1 with grip covered by rats’ teeth Goblin names: Death Needle, Eye
Taker, Wolf Rider, Beetle Biter, Rat
King, Poison Snake, Black Bile

and lizard skin
22. A goblin assassin’s black iron crossbow +1, decorated with the

seven heads of Set
23. A goblin assassin’s short bow +1 with plenty of notches along its

side
24. An orcish zweihänder +1/+3 vs. city dwellers Orc sword traditions: Long Horse

Biter, Toothed Killer, Barbed Back Rip-
per, Crooked Slicer, Wicked Monkey
Chopper, etc.

25. An orcish mace +1

26. An orcish mace +1 marked with the runes of an evil power
27. The ancient war hammer Earth Hammer +3, made by the orcs

in the Wars of the Landgrab: it can smash any structure built by
man in three blows
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28. A magic silver rune dagger +1/+3 vs. were-creatures
29. The ancient spear Fur Hunter +1/+3 vs. mammals, a relic of the

Old Lizard Wars, blessed by Set
30. The long sword Moonfire +1/+3 vs. lycanthropes, inscribed

with silver runes of death and banishment, forged by the high
inquisitors of an old realm Old realms: Abilard, Erlechai, Farlaz-

zan, Merlen, Ouria, Pichuhiatl, Quddu,
Rajana, Silah, Trazadan, Yzarria, Zerrin

31. The long sword Razorblade +1/+3 vs. spell casters, forged by
ancient machines in the Philosophers’ War

32. A long sword of light +3 (60ft), made in Asgard
33. The club of the slayer +1/+3 vs. giants, blessed by Marduk
34. A smoking, quivering black arrow of death +2, carrying the curse

of Nergal, ready to take root in a target: if hit, save vs. death or
die; the arrow’s curse is lost when shot whether it hits or misses

35. The two handed Icekiller +3, forged by the frost giants in Jö- Frost giants: Winter’s Bone, Snow, Ice,
Cold, Glacier, Storm, Darkness, Toothtunheim; when the blade is drawn, snow flakes form; when it is

stuck into water, a layer of ice forms (10ft in an hour); when left
unsheathed, a glacier eventually forms

36. The long sword Swampfire +1/+3 vs. runners, forged in the
depths of Myrkheim by frogling priests of Tsathoggua; it eeks a
phosphorous glowing liquid and smells of rotten eggs; when
left unsheathed, everything around it becomes water logged and
eventually turns into a swamp

37. The trident of fishes +1 gives you long, webbed toes and the
ability to breathe under water when you step into it, and you can
speak the language of fishes

Magic Armour

The magic bonus applies to both armour class and saving throws.

1. A pair of silver armlets +1 dedicated to a power To limit the results to evil powers, just
roll 1d5. To limit the result to good
powers, use 1d5+5.

Evil Good
1 Set 6 Marduk
2 Orcus 7 Freya
3 Nergal 8 Odin
4 Pazuzu 9 Thor
5 Hel 10 Mitra

2. A pair of golden armlets +2 dedicated to a good power
3. A pair of black iron broken manacles +2 with fiendish runes dedi-

cating its wearer to an evil power
4. Two sets of black iron chains +2 to wrap around your arms, with

the runes of an evil power on every link
5. A silver diadem +1 dedicated to a power
6. A silver crown +1 commemorating an elf
7. A golden diadem +2 dedicated to a good power
8. A black iron crown +2 proclaiming the wearer to be loyal slave of

an evil power
9. A silver necklace +1 dedicated to a power
10. A golden necklace +2 dedicated to a good power
11. A black iron slave collar +2 dedicating its wearer to an evil power
12. A living silver tatoo +1 dedicated to a good power
13. A living black tatoo +1 dedicating its wearer to an evil power
14. A black plate armour of an evil power +3, inscribed with runes of

fire spelling doom and despair
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15. The shield of the lion +2: when you hit your opponent, it bites for
an extra 1d6 damage

16. A golden crown +2 commemorating the ascension of a dwarf to Dwarf names: Vilhjálmur Shieldmas-
ter, Billthrasir Platemaster, Marna
Platesmasher, Hjalma Hammerbearer

the throne of a dwarf forge

17. A suit of dwarven plate armour cold resistance +1 made with
scales of a white dragon Dragon names: White Fang of the

Glacier, Deep Death the Eternal, Snow
Tooth of the Thin Air, White Despair of
the Glacier, Frost Tooth of the Top

18. A suit of dwarven plate armour +2

19. A suit of dwarven golem armour +3

20. A suit of dwarven power armour +3, strength 18 Strength 18 grants you +3 to hit and +3

to damage!
21. A dwarven shield +2

22. A black iron crown +2 proclaiming the wearer to be a famous orc Orc names: Club Thrower, Root Finder,
Pie Eater, Strong Fang, Loud Face,
Mushroom Friend, Long Face, Spear
Maker, Monkey Killer

and king of kings

23. A black plate armour of the dark lord + 2, giving your voice a
magical force, if you are not attacking: the person addressed
must save vs. spells or obey a one-word command, if they can They must be able to understand you.

24. A suit of elven plate armour +1 Elf names: Rostwen, Rindil, Hadir,
Feirafern, Rhosgwen, Glinthahwin.

25. An elven shield +1

26. A suit of elven plate armour of fire resistance +1 made with scales Dragon names: Black Agony, Fire
Fang, Red Mountain, Ash Despair,
Flaming Rain

of a red dragon

Scrolls

Scrolls can be read by anybody literate and with a voice to speak. A scroll can be identified by reading it
silently!The magic is embedded in the writing. Reading the words out loud

releases the magic and destroys the scroll.

1. protection of the moon (8h, prevents were-creatures from ap-
proaching)

2. safety (transports the reader and up to ten targets back to the last
temple the reader entered)

3. bashing walls (punch a hole 20m wide and deep into anything
made of wood, earth or stone; living things, textiles, leather,
metal, and all that are not affected)

4. crashing gates (destroy one door up to 20m wide)

5. fire ball (6d6, save vs. spells for half)

6. fog (1km, within 10min, for 1h, visibility 10ft)

7. live burial (60ft, the earth opens up underneath a person, save
vs. death to avoid getting pulled into the depths to certain death)

8. moving ice (grow an ice bridge up to 30m long from existing
snow or ice)

9. piercing steel (sudden growth of a permanent iron spike 5m high,
4d6, save vs. spells for half)

10. unlocking doors (unlocks and unbars a door up to 2m wide)

11. summoning 100 humans from Unugal (Marduk’s hall) in Midgard

12. summoning a minotaur from Eldivatn, Mitra’s hall in Muspel-
heim

13. summoning a naga from Eiterhorg, Set’s hall in Svartalfheim
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14. summoning a doppelgänger from Utgard, Loki’s hall in Jotun-
heim

15. summoning a troll from Ejudnir, Hel’s hall in Niflheim

16. summoning a valkyrie from Sessrúmnir, Freya’s hall in Asgard,
or from Valhalla, Odin’s hall in Asgard

17. summoning a vulture demon from Sandstein, Pazuzu’s tower in
Vanaheim

18. summoning a plague of poisonous frogs boiling up from lakes
and ponds or raining down from the heavens; anybody caught
out in the open during this storm of poisonous frogs must save
vs. poison or die

Potions

A potion can only affect the one imbibing it. If your players enjoy
discovering the effects of potions through trial and error, keep a
table where you assign each effect a particular look and smell by
rolling multiple dice on the following table!

1d10 It’s. . . colour smells like. . . and does. . .
1 light blue the sea flying (1h)
2 cloudy orange oranges healing (1d6+1)
3 flaky yellow wet dog fire resistance (1h)
4 foamy green vomit cold resistance (1h)
5 chunky white apples strength (20min, strength 18)
6 sparkly purple earth invisibility (20min, no attacks)
7 deep indigo cut grass speed (two actions per round for 10min)
8 viscous rose rotten eggs shape changing (20min, suspicious behaviour grants ob-

servers a save vs. spells to see that something’s amiss)
9 dark brown dung silver tongue (1h, everybody who hears your voice must

save vs. spells or be charmed)
10 bubbly red smoke fire belching (20min, 3d6, save vs. dragon breath for half)

Wondrous Items

1. nightvision goggles (60ft)

2. gloves of strength (strength 18)

3. ring of invisibility which turns you invisible until you attempt to
harm somebody

4. ring of the bully which allows you to shove anybody and any-
thing within 60ft, and if this puts your victim in harm’s way then
they must save vs. death or suffer the consequence

5. helmet of the bull, grants an extra attack when charging into a
fight on a hit, an opponent no larger than yourself is thrown to
the ground such that your allies get a +4 to attack them

6. helmet of the dark lord with smoke and red light dripping out of
its visor grants the ability to tell when others within 10ft are
lying
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7. gloves of the dark lord allows you to lift anybody no larger than
yourself and strangle them: they must save vs. spells or held and
suffer 1d6 damage

8. headband of karma allows you to borrow luck from your future
self: when rolling a d20, roll 2d20 and take the higher result,
but before doing it again you need to pay your debt in a similar
situation and roll 2d20 and take the lower result

9. amulet of the luck stealer allows you to borrow luck from a will-
ing person near you: when rolling a d20, roll 2d20 and take the
higher result, but the next time they need to roll a d20 in a simi-
lar situation, they roll 2d20 and take the lower result

10. necklace of dharma allows you to borrow actions from your fu-
ture self: act twice this round to do what needs to be done but
skip the next round

11. diadem of the slaver, when targeted by a spell, it is redirected to a
person within 10ft if you save vs. spells; the new target may still
save vs. spells

12. elven cloak (5 in 6 chance of hiding in the wilderness using
magic camouflage when standing still)

13. crystal of starlight (60ft)

14. compass of hell, blessed by Hel (it has two pointers: one points to
the nearest danger, the other to the nearest safe place)

15. amulet of shape changing, blessed by Loki Roll 1d4: 1. sea lion, allows you to
swim; 2. vulture, allows you to fly; 3.
horse, allows you to ride; 4. black cat,
allows you to sneak

16. horn of the barbarians, summons 3d6 random, battle crazy bar-
barians: HD 2 AC 7 1d8 F2 MV 12 ML 12; when they are all
killed in the same fight they are released from their bond to the
horn

17. horn of the ancients, summons 1d8 wights; when killed, they are
released from their bond to the horn

18. horn of the tengus, summons 1d6 tengus; when killed, they are
released from their bond to the horn

19. horn of the demon, summons a vulture demon; when killed, they
are released from their bond to the horn

20. ring of the tengu, summons a tengu always willing to talk and
offer advice; the ring’s magic is lost when the tengu is killed

21. staff of the minotaur, summons a minotaur always willing to talk
and offer advice; the staff’s magic is lost when the minotaur is
killed

22. flute of the naga, summons a naga always ready to whisper and
corrupt in your name; the flute’s magic is lost when the naga is
killed

23. flying carpet with space for four people

24. a silver necklace with a big gem containing the elemental
prison of a jinn

25. a jar containing the elemental prison of a marid

26. an oil lamp containing the elemental prison of an ifrit
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Treasure Maps

Maps point to a location nearby where more unguarded treasure can
be found (although the location itself might very well be unsafe).

1. map to the hidden crypt of an old magic user with the promise Names: Glanmor, Arthen, Enfys,
Mona, Gwenllian, Brisen, Cynfarchof 1d12×1000 gold coins to be found

2. map to the hidden ancestral shrine of an elf with the promise of Elf names: Aderthaëth, Theriail,
Narchaor, Celaidil, Goluion, Húrion,
Nodnenui, Aníraor, Lothwen

1d6×1000 gold coins to be found

3. map to the hidden ancestral shrine of a dwarf with the promise Dwarf names: Kára Axebearer, Mot-
spori Shieldmaker, Bettí Stoneeaterof 1d10×1000 gold coins to be found

4. map to 2d6 jewels hidden in a dwarven forge Forge names: Moonlight, Grindeater,
Hammer, High Anvil, Skyfather

Treasure Types

All monsters are assigned a treasure type.
None: Some creatures don’t have a fixed lair and don’t collect

shiny baubles (bear, giant bee, giant beetle, boar, large cat, centaur,
giant crab, crocodile, elephant, giant fish, giant goat, golem, hell-
hound, horse, ifrit, jinni, invisible stalker, jinni, giant lizard, marid,
pegasus, pixie, giant scorpion, sea serpent, shark, skeleton, giant
snake, giant squid, swamp crane, giant toad, unicorn, giant weasel,
wolf, giant worm, zombie). They have no treasure.

Poor: Intelligent creatures that live in ruins, finding the things
others have left behind (giant apes, doppelgänger, frogling, gar-
goyle, gnoll, goblin, kappa, lycanthrope, minotaur, myconid, nixie,
giant spider, treant). These have very little treasure.

Average: Creatures that live in settlements (halfling, human,
lizard people, warlocks). These have a lot of silver and gold coins,
but few platinum coins, gems, jewelry, or magic items.

Rich: Creatures that get presents from others (giant, gnome,
rakshasa, vampire). They have a lot of coin but also gems, jewelry
and magic items.

Robber: Creatures that rob merchants and travellers (ettin, hob-
goblin, manticore, ogre, orc, troll). They tend to have a lot of silver
and gold coins, and some gems, but few jewelry, magic items and
no platinum coins.

Ancient: Creatures that are remnants of ancient empires (elf,
spectre). These have mostly platinum coins, gems, jewelry and
magic items.

Scout: Creatures travelling in small groups (bugbear, tengu).
These may have some magic items and some platinum coins, but
very little else.

Terror: Creatures with magical powers cursing the land (basilisk,
chimera, gorgon, harpy, hydra, medusa, naga, salamander, shadow).
These treasures have a lot of magic items because of all the failed
heroes that tried to kill them.

Dead: The graves yield what people bury with their dead,
mostly coins and jewelry (creeper, ghoul, mummy, wight, wraith).
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The following monsters have unique treasures:
Dragon: They actively seek out treasure, destroying settlements

of others and looting them. And their servants bring them gifts.
They have everything.

Dwarf: They actively seek out treasure, digging deep and plun-
dering as they go. They also have everything.



Names

Many treasure items were created by legendary magic users, elves
and dwarves. That is why it’s important to have lots of names of for
these legendary elves and dwarves. Surely their names can still be
found inscribed into the magic items they created.

I also like to use different lists to pick all the names of ancient
magic users, devils, dwarves, elves, halflings and humans, and so
on.

Welsh names

Einion, Dwynwen, Nest, Amranwen, Lowri, Carys, Brengwain,
Elystan, Bledri, Branwen, Merfyn, Rhonwen, Teleri, Canaid, Clwyd,
Bedaws, Enid, Ffraid, Cynfrig, Berwyn, Mair, Ceridwen, Blodwen,
Rheinallt, Aelwen, Anhun, Arthgen, Seirian, Daron, Selwyn, Siwan,
Rhoslyn, Auron, Deryth, Rhodri, Nudd, Awena, Sionyn, Hywel,
Gwawr, Ynyr, Auryn, Iago, Cynedda, Llian, Dogmael, Elen, Elliw,
Aeron, Efa, Elidir, Gwynonwen, Tegfedd, Alun, Generys, Sien-
cyn, Taliesin, Boreugwyn, Blodwedd, Maelorwen, Owain, Eilonwy,
Blwchfardd, Aedd, Eluned, Medi, Eirwen, Cei, Cadwaladr, Gwen-
nan, Rhiannon, Heledd, Cyfeiliog, Derwena, Brynllyn, Peredur,
Eurwen, Deilwen, Gwennol, Seren, Madlen, Celyn, Bryn, Aldyth,
Sidan, Tangwystl, Gwernfyl, Ieuan, Teilo, Cospatrick, Maelmadog,
Ceri

Hungarian names

Gergõ, Egyed, Kolos, Jóska, Fülöp, Adorján, Illés, Sándor, Géza,
Bertalan, Imre, János, Barnabás, Gábor, Bertók, Virág, Lajos, Tibor,
Pista, Jenci, Donát, Gyula, Dezsö, Bátor, Bernát, Kálmán, Sanyi,
Imrus, Bence, Tivadar, Levi, Sami, Ákos, Benedek, Tiborc, Elek,
Vili, Domonkos, Árpád, Jani, Fredek, Kázmér, Ödi, Levente, Gazsi,
Barna, Fabó, Antal, Enre, Ferenc, Béla, Zsiga, Bartal, Jenõ, Bartó,
Nándor, Lörinc, Dénes, Lázár, Vida, Feri, Ferkó, Ferka, Bartos, Lás-
zló, Kelemen, Gyõzõ, Zoltán, Andris, Gergely, Gyuri, Jancsi, Ignác,
Andor, Ernö, Orbán, Balázs, Laci, Lecso, Bandi, Zsolt, Miksa, Fry-
gyes, Vilmos, Karcsi, Józsi, Álmos, Mózes, Bálint, Boldizsár, Tódor
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Dwarf names

Motin Swordbearer, Oddrún Steelmaker, Tóroddur Swordfriend,
Bina Steelbearer, Ásleivur Shieldsmasher, Njálur Stonesmasher,
Róin Eartheater, Fróthi Hammersmasher, Frótha Stonemaker, Roda
Swordmaster, Gróa Steelsmasher, Duri Shieldbearer, Magga Ham-
merfriend, Rodleivur Eartheater, Sigga Earthmaster, Herolvur
Stonefriend, Arnvór Platemaster, Minna Ironsmasher, Unn Swordeater,
Gunni Earthsmasher, Dwalvari Axemaster, Barba Earthmaker, In-
gvór Shieldfriend, Anní Steelbearer, Baldur Shieldfriend, Dufi Iron-
bearer, Óluva Eartheater, Norin Steelsmasher, Thekk Ironfriend,
Sevrin Stoneeater, Bombvari Ironsmasher

Dwarven forges

Thunder, High Star, Grimmlight, Skyeater, Old Star, High Hammer,
Sky, Old Sky, Grind, Anvileater, Old Hammer, Grindlight, Grimm-
father, Skylight, Hammereater, Grimm, Star, Old Moon, Anvil, High
Grind, Hammerlight, Great Grind, High Thunder, Anvilfather

Elf names

Thiliatawar, Rhibor, Grogawi, Puigwen, Halthail, Fuiavorn, Taldil,
Northaon, Tuianaud, Peguidir, Nellabelt, Gëarondil, Halil, Un-
golel, Naudil, Hithiel, Rithaidh, Feirawi, Dolldil, Nenion, Del,
Trastangolu, Thendeth, Minel, Lostion, Tawardir, Gorthwi, Roscien,
Nallawi, Lastaon, Hastdir, Dregathend, Glirwi, Caniel, Heniabalch,
Glawion, Ingemion, Anírarhudol, Únwi, Crithafim, Glavranir, Tu-
iafanui, Eglosil, Gorwi, Filigwi, Padil, Caduon, Seregiel, Maidhiel,
Eithaland, Urugiel, Hwiniaring, Eregwi, Abonthendir, Tegilwi, Tre-
vadon, Methapen, Tawarion, Forgamon, Cuguon, Iandil, Buiaion,
Panton, Conuiwen, Todil, Golwendil, Fuiandil, Caranwen, Nawadil,
Arwen, Reithail, Tinudil, Linnaraudh, Elanoriel, Anudir, Menil,
Dringawen, Alhorn, Dodil, Úrwen, Glireden, Glandil, Istatharan,
Gorgorwen, Eithawi, Gernor, Cugudil, Istaiaur, Heledirel, Megiel,
Lalfor, Iaunel, Regwi, Olwi, Hathelor, Tolthaon, Linnagalas, Car-
cdil, Filigwen, Feladil, Rainion, Orthelon, Fimien, Iaron, Padon,
Hadwen, Dramon, Nauror, Bodil, Rhibeth, Falasiel, Ovorwen, Id-
horwen, Cúnel, Eglosion, Glamoron, Madwegon, Grogarhosg,
Glavrangannel, Rhosseth, Pelwi, Adlegtond, Erthaharn, Feiraël,
Awarthawi, Damwi, Lathraëth, Dernwen, Raudien, Gweriaëlloth,
Camwen, Callonien, Tawarel, Rindir, Taltil, Algolass, Gwannor,
Cristdil, Núror, Methathavor, Sílagwin, Aithiel, Suilaon, Darthataw,
Galenasien, Minaior, Gëaron, Ingemwen, Gannagellam, Cenlass,
Pedwegiel, Braigeth, Edledhiapuig, Taurwen, Negrandreth, Goe-
olwen, Meldison, Gailor, Fírebion, Galanoen, Gormen, Narchail,
Bronadil, Nagurug, Feirahwin, Tobagwath, Uiloswi, Labanauth,
Redhlhúg, Grogaëth, Gëardir
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Demon names

The Incorruptible, Orb of the Gods, The Wandering Society of As-
sassins, Purgatory Ceremonies of the Dead Wind, Forgotten Vortex
of the Sky, Faceless Dream of Vultures, Dormant Aurora, Might
of the Desert, Flaming Corpse of Vanaheim, Stygian Cloud, Ruby
Orbs, Metamorphic Turmoil of the Gods, Omnipotent Understand-
ing of the Netherworld, Fiery Terror of Air, Last Directive of Giants,
Subtle Glories, Cruel Depth of Hell, The Archaic Sun, Dismal Plain
of the Five Winds, Ambassador of the Exalted Brotherhood of the
Underworld, Crippled Meditation of the Vanir, Frozen Raven

Gothic names

Katherine, Clarice, Fordwin, Guntram, Umfrey, William, Madel-
garde, Joanna, Odo, Gundrea, Vulfoliac, Ragnachar, James, Mag-
natrude, Sybilla, Anabel, Wimarc, Grimald, Ingitrude, Gundobad,
Eleanor, Albofleda, Ansovald, Theobald, Liecia, Rothaide, Anselm,
Berta, David, Adaltrude, Aldusa, Merovech, Hildegarde, Hiltrude,
Roesia, Aregisel, Gersvinda, Hervey, Gunnora, Imnachar, Joan,
Parnel, Annora, Lucia Mabel, Haunild, Euric, Sabina, Oliva, Alice,
Isabel, Avelina, Godwin, Charibert, Andica, Aubrey, Leubovera,
Chlodosind, Godomar, Idonea, Werinbert, Audovald, Gunderic,
Meginhard, Roger, Arnegisel, Marcovefa, Sybil, Golda, Edwin,
Elena, Amaury, Alan, Beatrice, Carloman, Amiria, Berthefried,
Chararic, Theodelinda, Julian, Clotild, Petronilla, Amanda, Linota,
Rigunth, Terry, Ingunde, Stephan, Lanthechilde, Hamo, Sunnegisil,
Primeveire, Sigibert, Osbert, Theudebald, Marsilia, Ingomer, Ellen

Orc names

Bollúk, Ufga, Radduf, Golbag, Othak, Balg, Ugbag, Mauduf, Shag-
bal, Lugrod, Golrat, Lugnákh, Orcorod, Grishnákh, Lugrat, Lug-
meg, Abag, Muzlúk, Radhúr, Uflúk, Snadush, Maulúk, Lagzog,
Alúk, Ugrod, Lagfimbul, Agol, Ugdog, Golbal, Lughúr, Lagrod,
Othg, Maurat, Gorbal, Laggol, Othrod, Ufbal, Bolgash, Boldush,
Bolhúr, Bolrat, Aga, Snahúr, Bolga, Gorzog, Shagga, Lagg, Ugg,
Ufhúr, Grishgash, Shagmeg, Lagbal, Laglúk, Adog, Orconákh,
Grishga, Mauthak, Lugdush, Balcbal, Maunákh, Uglúk, Maubag,
Snag, Maugash, Orcohúr, Maurod, Lugg, Othbal, Lugga, Muzdog,
Gorgol, Grishbug, Balcgol, Shagzog, Muzhúr, Orcothak, Muznákh,
Orcobug, Snabal, Shagrat, Balcdush, Lugthak, Radbug, Grishbal,
Bolthak, Bolzog, Maudush, Gorduf, Balcmeg, Golga, Orcog
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Siren, see Nixie
Skeleton, 49

Snake, 50

Spectre, 50

Spider, 51

Spotlight, 7

Squid, 51
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Stoat, see Weasel
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Surtr, 36

Svartalfheim, 12

Swamp Crane, 52
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Thor, 11
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Wolf, 57

Wolverine, see
Weasel

Worm, 57

Wraith, 58

XP, 14

Yggradsil, 10

Zombie, 58
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